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Full Name : Emad Abdulshafi Moawad Moustafa Alkhazraji 

Thesis Title : Broadband Semiconductor Laser as a Source in Optical 

Communication Systems 

Major Field : Electrical Engineering 

Date of Degree : May 2016 

 

Quantum dash based laser diodes have attracted the focus of study and research in 

the very recent years due to what they possess of myriad advantages that make 

them ideal for several applications. Among these advantages is their ultra-broad 

band emission as a result of the inherent inhomogeneous nature of the growth 

process of quantum dashes. The main objective of this thesis is to investigate a 

novel multi-stacked chirped InAs/InAlGaAs/Inp quantum dash-in-well laser 

structure that introduces an extra layer of inhomogeneity due to the dissimilar sizes 

of the different dash stacks. The investigation of this laser is carried out at two 

levels; device level and system level. 

In device level, fundamental laser diode characterization experiments are performed 

to extract its principle parameters in addition to the bandwidth of its spectral 

emission under short pulse width operation mode. We then follow by expanding the 
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investigation scope of operation modes to higher order duty cycles pulsed and 

continuous wave operation modes and compare their effect on the spectra profile 

and the laser principle parameters. Junction temperature of the laser diode plays 

a vital role in different quantum phenomena that affect carrier distribution 

processes within the active medium. Hence, we conclude the device level 

characterization by performing a parametric study on the temperature dependent 

lasing spectral profiles at different geometrical configurations, current injections, 

and temperature values. 

Thereafter, the found results are used to optimize different ambient and operation 

parameters that achieved successful implementation of the quantum dash laser in 

an optical communication system in On-Off-Keying modulation. Results show that 

the maximum achieved data rate is 20 Gb/s while error-free communication was 

achieved at 10 Gb/s. Moreover, a 10 km optical fiber link was used in successful 

transmission while the maximum fiber length over which successful transmission 

can be achieved was estimated to be 35 km while error-free transmission can be 

achieved over a maximum fiber link length that was estimated to be 20 km at 5 

Gb/s. 
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 ملخص الرسالة

جيب  ااس الكامل:  عما عب الشافي مع مصطفى الخ
 

 : سال ا ال ب عن ئي ي كمص في أنظم ااتصاا الض صل  نطا اإشعاع الع  اللي شب ام
 

 : ب التخص بائي س الكه  الهن
 

 : ج العلمي ي ال  ب ماي  تا
 

ا اللي امبني عل الخط  ا تجي ا ت ب  اسا في الكمي ج ال ي من اأبحا  ب انتباه الع

ا الت  ي من اممي نها تمتل الع ا اأخي لك ب أح مثالي تجعلهاالسن ي من التطبيقا ه في الع  ه

الخط  نيالتطبيقا ه اإشعاع فائق الع كنتيج طبيعي لاتجانس ال تتص ب عملي تك 

اس اللي امك منالكمي سال ه  ه ال ئيس  من ه ف ال ال يعتم  In/InAlGaAs/InP ب اله

كي  يجكنتضافي من الاتجانس  جمتع الطبقا ال ينت امع  في بئ-ك-خط عل ت

ه ل ب ه ي في الطبقا امختلف اسأحجام الغي متسا ; مست الجها ال يي مست  مبني عل مست

 النظامب
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ي  ، أج ئي خاصعل مست الجها ب مب ا اللي من أجل  تجا ي اص اللي اأساسي  قياب خ

سيع منظ ااختبا  ب من ث قمنا بت ل ع اإشعاع الطيفي تح عمليا تشغيل نبضي قصي باإضاف 

ل ن عمليا التشليشمل عمليا نبضا تشغيل أط باإضاف  قا ه علغيل امستم   اإشعاع ا تأثي

سط  اخل ال ا  ج الح ب  اص اللي اأساسي ل خ ًا الخاص اللي تلع   الفعاالطيفي باإضاف 

ب من أجل  سط الفعا اخل ال اقل الشحنا  يع ن ث عل ت اه الكمي الت ت ي من الظ يًا في الع حي

اس مست  سي ل اختتمنا  اأبعا الهن ا  ج الح تبط ب امل ام اس الع الجها بالقيام ب

ي امضخ للي با ب التيا الكه  عل اإشعاع الطيفي الخاص باللي

ل من أجل تحسي  م بع  ه النتائ استخ امل اله تطبيقًا  ختلف الت حققامبيئي التشغيلي  الع

ي يعتم عل تضميناجحًا للي الخطي الك ف التشغيل ي نظام اتصاا ض  اإيقاف 

 (On-Off-Keying). ل أ امع اأقص  ال  جيجاب ه بنجا ا من تحقيق تمكن تشي النتائ 

ل ت  جيجاب الخالي من اأخطاء ه أ مع نقل البينا ااقص   افي الثاني فيم ب  بع  في الثاني

ل  القيام بعملي ي ط ي ااقص   اك فيم نقل البيانا بنجا من خا لي ض أ ط اللي الض

الط ال ال يمكن أ تت علي نقل عملي ااتصا بنجا مق بـ   يضمن الخل من اأخطاءك 

ب جيجاب ك عل مع   مق بـ  في الثاني
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1 CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1  H istorical Overview 

Although modern optical communication systems have come later to be employed, 

man has been using visual communication techniques, such as smoke, lighthouses, 

and fire for millennia. By using Morse codes in communications between sailors 

and lighthouses, semaphore telegraphy greatly resembles modern optical 

communication systems. This technique was first schematically introduced by 

Robert Hook in 1684 [1]. As modern communication systems developed, such 

primitive techniques were fast replaced by more modern systems that outclassed 

them in all aspects. 

However, as communication systems evolved, the need for a better solution, 

compared to the bandwidth-exhausted copper-wired transmission lines, has become 
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more pressing. At the same time, light-wave communication systems showed a 

great potential in achieving significantly higher data transmission rates, higher 

channel capacities [2], and lower attenuation rates in long-haul communication 

systems, all while attaining a lower cost [3]. 

The first attempt in trapping light inside a dielectric was in 1841 when young Jean-

Daniel Colladon used total internal reflection to guide light within a stream of 

water inside a hole-filled tank [4]. However, G. A. Hockman’s and Charles Kao’s 

are considered the first to utilize a glass fiber to guide light for data transmission 

over long distances. [5, 6], but the material problem stated in their paper was yet 

to be solved until 1970 when the low-loss glass fabricated by Croning [7] achieved 

the 20 dB/km loss goal that was set in [5]. 

Meanwhile, starting in the late 1950s, the development race in realizing a semi-

conductor laser diode that operates on the theoretical foundations that were set by 

Albert Einstein in 1917 had begun [8]. In large, much like any communication 

system, optical communication systems can be divided into three main elements, 

namely a transmitter, a channel and a receiver, as shown in Figure 1.1 [9]. 
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At this point, while photon-over-fiber links significantly improved the channel 

capacity of the communication system, the need for an appropriate and efficient 

light source to be used over this channel had risen and was met when Robert Hall 

introduced the first laser diode in 1962 that emitted at a wavelength of 850 nm in 

the near infra-red, which later became a revolution in the telecommunication field 

[10, 11]. 

 

1.1.2  Quantum Confinement 

In quantum theory, the quantum confinement effect is one of the most fundamental 

topics that has a large impact on semiconductor devices, particularly optoelectronic 

devices such as light sources and detectors. The generation (and absorption) of 

photons is governed by the excitation and recombination of quasi-particles in the 

crystal lattice. These quasi-particles are electrons and holes. 

The potential seen by these quasiparticles can be approximated by the basic 

quantum-wall problem in one dimension, shown in Figure 1.2, where their wave-

Figure 1.1: Illustration of elements of an optical communication system. 
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like nature is governed by Schrödinger’s wave equation whose time-independent 

one-dimensional form is given by [12]: 

�� � + ℏ [ − ]� =  (1.1) 

 

where 

 ℏ = ℎ� is the reduced Planck’s constant which equals 1.0545718×1034 J.s. 

 � is the time-independent wave function. 

  is the electrical potential function experienced by the particle. 

  is the total energy of the particle. 

  is the effective mass of the particle. 

By applying (1.1) into the quantum-well configuration shown in Figure 1.2, the 

associated solutions, i.e. eigen energies, to this differential equation are given by 

[12]: 

= � ℏ
 (1.2) 

where, 
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 is the ℎ Eigen energy. 

 is the width of the quantum-well (the confined region).  

 

Figure 1.2: A potential configuration representing a one-dimensional quantum well 

problem with the associated discretized eigen energies. 

Hence, these eigen energies (eigen states) are quantized as square-multiples of the 

quantity �2ℏ22  where L (well thickness) can be used to control how far these eigen 

energies are from each other.  

Quantum confinement effects appear when the geometrical dimensions of the device 

are of the same order of magnitude as the DeBroglie wavelength of the electrons, 
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which is of the order of tens of nanometers. A one-dimensional-confinement based 

structure is called a quantum well (QWell) and can be modeled, in terms of energy, 

by the one-dimensional quantum wall problem shown in Figure 1.2 alongside the 

eigen energies associated with the solutions of the Schrödinger equation that 

predicts the allowed energy levels electrons can inhabit in that configuration [12]. 

Figure 1.3 shows dimensionally different confinement structures alongside their 

density of states (DOS). The density of states is a significant parameter in 

semiconductors that indicates the number of available states (energies) that 

electrons and holes can occupy. Introducing quantum confinement in different 

dimensions introduces different quantum structures. While one-dimensional 

confinement results in quantum wells, two-dimensional confined structures are 

known as quantum wires whereas three-dimensional confinement results in 

quantum dots (QDots). The more a structure is confined, the more discretized 

(quantized) the density of states gets. For instance, the parabolic DOS profile of a 

bulk structure reduces to a stair case (for one-dimensional confinement) to a quasi-

zero-dimensional DOS (for two-dimensional confinement) to a zero-dimensional 

DOS (for three-dimensional confinement). These features of quantum confinement, 

significantly improve the number of electron-hole pair recombinations that results 

in photons of more discretized wavelengths. In addition to a narrower emission, a 

highly confined structure provides more controllability over the emission. The 
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emission wavelength depends solely on the effective bandgap after quantization 

which is depicted by the geometrical dimensions of the structure and how confined 

it is [12, 13]. 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Different quantum confinements. (a) Zero-dimensional confinement 

(bulk material). (b) One-dimensional confinement (quantum well). (c) Two-

dimensional confinement (quantum wire). (d) Three-dimensional confinement 

(quantum dot), with their respective density of states. 

1.1.3   Optical Communication 

In the following years, for the myriad advantages and properties that optical 

communication systems promised, telecommunication industries had focused on 

this technology in research and development. Ever since, fiber optics grew to 

become the backbone of data transmission of all different shapes and configurations 
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[14]. Today, optical communication takes different forms, free space optical 

communication (FSO) and optical fibers [15]. The range of wavelengths used in 

optical communications is based on the performance of the emitted light inside the 

traditional silica-based optical fibers and is divided into three main windows (in 

the near infra-red region) as follows: 

 The first window (around 850 nm) which was initially used because it 

corresponds to the emission wavelength from the first GaAs/AlGaAs III-V 

material based light emitting diodes (LED) and Laser diodes. 

 The second telecom window (around 1300 nm) where the total dispersion in 

single mode silica-based optical fibers is minimum. 

 The third telecom window (around 1550 nm) where the attenuation in silica-

based optical fibers is minimum, as shown in Figure 1.4(b). 

Moreover, the wavelengths for efficient optical communications (centered around 

1300 nm and 1550 nm) are also divided into windows or bands as shown in Figure 

1.4(a) [16], which have been standardized by the International Telecommunication 

Union (ITU). 
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Figure 1.4: (a) Optical communication working bands. (b) Associated optical 

losses in silica-based fibers as a function of wavelength [17]. 

The rapidly increasing demand for high-speed telecommunications and higher data 

transmission rates is ever growing as reliable fast telecommunication has become 

one of our daily life necessities [18]. Moreover, the call for energy efficiency in all 

aspects of research and development has become louder than ever as a direct route 

to environment preservation and economic prosperity. In order to meet such 

demands, research has been seeking solutions to a better utilization of the 

communication system elements.  

Among the widely used techniques for that purpose is wavelength division 

multiplexing (WDM, coarse WDM, and dense WDM) where a single shared 

medium can be used to transmit multiple channels, simultaneously. Theoretically, 

one single-mode fiber should be able to carry tens of terahertz over all the telecom 

sub-bands (1.2 µm – 1.6 µm). However, realizing such huge bandwidth has yet to 

be achieved because of the practical limitations of different elements such as the 

(a) (b) 
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optical sources, amplifiers, and detectors [19]. A typical WDM system is illustrated 

in Figure 1.5 where each of the multiplexed N channels is carried by a single 

wavelength, which is generated by a single source. Thus, for N channels, N sources 

are required.  

 

Figure 1.5: A typical WDM optical communication system where N laser sources 

are used in order to provide the N wavelength pulses (sub-carriers) on which the 

N information signals are transmitted over a single channel simultaneously. 

A broadband emitter, on the other hand, possesses the potential to reduce the 

required number of laser diodes in the WDM system, significantly. However, 

broadband emitters in the form of light emitting diodes (LEDs) suffer from small 

power-bandwidth product which limits their usage in communications. Very 

recently, a novel broadband semiconductor lasers with large power-bandwidth 

product has been reported which has the potential to be used as a source in a 

WDM systems. As shown in Figure 1.6, a single broadband laser can replace the 
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N laser diodes, given that its emission is wide enough. This results in significant 

reduction of the cost and the total power consumption of the transmitter. 

 

Figure 1.6: A reduced transmitter using a single demultiplexed broadband laser 

as an optical source instead of N narrow-emission laser diodes, in an optical 

WDM system. 

Traditional quantum-well structures laser diodes are characterized by their 

narrowband emission and are already deployed in optical communications, serving 

as sources in WDM system. On the other hand, dimensionally-higher confined laser 

structures such as self-assembled quantum dots and quantum dashes can achieve 

broader band emissions by the virtue of their inherent inhomogeneity [20]. 

Exploiting this feature of quantum dashes and quantum dots have resulted in the 

demonstration of ultra-broadband lasers, a potential candidate used in optical 

WDM systems. 

A Quantum dash (QDash) is a quantum confined nanostructure that resembles a 

stretched quantum dot due to a high lattice mismatch strain during the self-
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assembly growth process. As a result, QDashes share the same average cross-

sectional area of quantum dots while ranging from tens to hundreds of nanometers 

of their length [20].  

1.2 Research Contribution 

In this work, we investigate a novel chirped structure of quantum dash lasers that 

show a high degree of inhomogeneity and, consequently, an ultra-broad emission. 

We investigate the device level characteristics and shed light on the physics 

involved during the emission process of this novel structure under different 

parameters and configurations. Nonetheless, the main contribution of this work is 

to build the knowledge foundation upon which, different system level applications 

can be built while demonstrating the employment of these structures in an ON-

OFF-KEYING-based optical communication system as one of said applications. 

1.3  Thesis Organization 

This thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 Contains an introduction and a historical overview covering basic 

concepts of quantum confinement. 

Chapter 2 contains an in-depth literature review covering developments in 

different quantum confined structures, i.e. quantum well, dots, and 
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dashes. In addition, the chapter covers recent applications of said 

structures in optical communication systems. 

Chapter 3 contains a rigorous investigation of the device level characterization 

of chirped quantum dash based laser diodes. Moreover, the chapter 

explores the effect of varying different geometrical parameters on the 

characteristics of the laser. 

Chapter 4 explores different modes of operation of the Qdash laser including 

different pulsed duty cycles and continuous wave emission and how 

each affects the performance of the laser. 

Chapter 5 investigates the junction temperature associated with higher duty 

cycle operations and high current injections and its effect on the 

leasing spectral and performance characteristics. 

Chapter 6 discusses the employment of the quantum dash laser in optical 

communication systems after optimizing different ambient and 

operation parameters according to the acquired knowledge from the 

previous chapters. It then examines the limit of using the quantum 

dash laser in terms of the bit data rate and fiber link length. 

Chapter 7 summarizes concludes this thesis, and discusses possible future 

extension of this work.  
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2 CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1 Quantum Well Structures 

The previously mentioned first laser diode that Hall had introduced was a regular 

GaAs p-n homo-junction that emitted at 850 nm. However, it took only one year 

after that for H. Kroemer to introduce the concept of hetero-junction structures 

[21]. That concept was later realized in 1967 when IBM grew the first double hetero-

structured laser using liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) [22] with a layer of GaAs 

sandwiched between two layers of AlGaAs whose bandgap is larger than that of 

GaAs resulting in a relatively more confined active region compared to that of 

regular p-n homo-junctions. Figure 2.1 shows a comparison between homo-

junctions and double hetero-junctions in terms of their structures and energy-band 

diagrams. 
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Figure 2.1. Comparison between the energy band diagrams of homo-structured p-

n junctions (right) and double hetero-structured junctions (left). 

The figure clearly shows that the carriers (electrons and holes) are more confined 

inside the active region in the case of hetero-structures. The radiative 

recombination of electron-hole pairs occur inside the active region of the structure 

which makes their confinement in that region extremely desirable. In 1972, P. S. 

Zory, Jr. of BELL labs suggested an analogy between the confinement of photons 

in a slab waveguide and the confinement of electrons inside the potential walls that 

appear in hetero-structures where the discrete guidance modes of the slab would 

be analogous to discrete state levels rather than energy bands given that the 

electrons are potentially confined enough [23]. 

Following these steps, quantum wells were introduced as double hetero-structures 

where the thickness of the active region is less than the De Broglie wavelength of 
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the electrons. However, at that time, the traditionally used LPE for growing LEDs 

and bulk lasers was only capable of producing layers of thicknesses greater than 

200 nm which made it obsolete for growing quantum-well lasers. Due to that reason, 

the newly developed molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in 1968 gained a great deal of 

popularity because it ability to be used to grow quantum-well layers [24].  

Quantum-well structures showed promising properties that made them replace bulk 

laser diodes ever since. Most of the advantages are due to the dramatic increase in 

population inversion in the active region resulting from improved carrier 

confinement. Consequently, the lasing phenomenon occurs earlier at a lower 

threshold current with less variance of the refractive index of the active medium. 

Moreover, a significant advantage of this configuration is that by varying the 

thickness of the well, we can control the eigen energies of the quantum well, which 

ultimately leads to more controllability of the emission wavelength while keeping 

the material composition constant [25,26]. However, the output optical power of 

these lasers were very low compared to bulk lasers due to the quicker gain 

saturation as a result of the limited volume of the active medium. The introduction 

of the multiple-quantum-well structure in [27], [28], and [29] (1976, 1978, and 1979, 

respectively) solved this issue, where an aggregate of single quantum-wells are 

coupled to lase together, at the expense of higher threshold current values as more 

layers are used. 
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Having the laser materials, their respective compositions, and the thickness of the 

active region layer as factors to control the emission of quantum-well lasers, 

researchers have been introducing different configurations in order to cover a wide 

range of wavelengths. Whereas the first semi-conductor GaAs lasers emitted around 

850 nm, in the following couple of decades, research groups around the world had 

been proposing different configurations of different materials and compositions until 

a wide wavelength range from ultra-violet to visible to infra-red regions have 

become achievable via quantum-well-structured lasers [23]. Nevertheless, for 

communication applications, among the possible emission wavelengths, the most 

relevant ones are those that lie inside the second and third telecommunication 

windows which lie around 1.3 µm and 1.55 µm, respectively. 

Later In1-xGaxAsyP1-y have been commonly used, up until today, all to grow 

quantum-well laser diodes that emit in the second and the third telecom windows 

via the newly emerging metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) 

epitaxial technique. Depending on the composition of each of the quaternary 

components, different energy bandgaps, and hence emission wavelengths, can be 

achieved. Figure 2.2 shows the different possible compositions alongside the 

resulting effective energy bandgap. The corners of the polygon show the binary 

possibilities, namely, GaP, GaAs, InP, and InAs. On the other hand, the solid lines 

of the polygon show the ternary configurations, i.e. InGaAs, InAsP, GaAsP, and, 
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InGaP. Moreover, points inside the polygon represent the quaternary In1-

xGaxAsyP1-y materials. The composition of the grown materials must be in such a 

way that their bandgap energy is 0.9537 eV and 0.7999 eV in order to lase at 1.3 

µm as proposed in [30-33] and 1.55 µm as done in [34-36], respectively. Such 

compositions are achieved by moving along the horizontal blue and red dotted lines 

in the figure, respectively. 

 

Figure 2.2: Quaternary configurations used in semiconductor laser materials in 

the second and third telecom windows [26]. 

The traditional epitaxial growth technique used in nanotechnology and 

semiconductor devices is done through the deposition of crystalline over-layers over 

a substrate in a layer-by-layer fashion where each layer is lattice-matched with the 
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subsequent layers. In Figure 2.2, any vertical line indicates composition of identical 

lattice constants. This type of growth is used in fabricating thin two-dimensional 

layers, such as hetero-structures and QWells, where the lattice constants of the 

substrate and the subsequent over-layers are required to have a minimum strain-

mismatch in order to reduce defects and dislocations that have detrimental effects 

on the mobility and electron-hole pair recombination rates of the grown device [37]. 

This technique results in uniform and highly crystalline two-dimensional layers as 

seen in Figure 2.3 (a). 

 

2.2 Quantum Dots and Quantum Dashes 

Recently, a new growth technique was introduced called Stranski–Krastanov or 

self-assembled growth. In this technique, a deliberate lattice mismatch is 

introduced in the epitaxial growth where the first layer will be a two-dimensional 

layer similar to that of Figure 2.3 (a), called a barrier layer. After that, when 

enough material is deposited in two dimensional form, due to the resulting strain 

caused by the lattice mismatch, three-dimensional pyramid shaped islands will 

start to emerge, as shown in Figure 2.3 (b), along with the formation of a thin two 

dimensional layer underneath them, known as the wetting layer (thickness in the 

range of 1 – 2 nm). 
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These three dimensional islands are the highly confined quantum dots. This strain-

based growth is a random process resulting in a random formation of the QDots in 

terms of their locations, inter-distances and sizes that range between 1-20 nm [38].  

Hence, the inhomogeneous nature of self-assembled QDots as a result of this 

random process affects the emitted photon energy, which depends on the quantized 

energies governed by the three-dimensional confinement (function of the 

geometrical configuration of the QDots) [37]. 

 

Figure 2.3: Two types of epitaxial grown layers: (a) Traditional 2D epitaxial 

layers. (b) 3D grown QDots. 

When the lattice mismatch strain is not equivalent in all directions for QDots to 

emerge, the grown islands are prolonged albeit resembling the QDots in their cross-

sectional areas. These types of structures are termed as quantum dashes that 

exhibit an inhomogeneous nature that might sometimes even exceed that of QDots. 

Figure 2.4 (a) and (b) show Atomic Force Microscopic (AFM) images of InAs 
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QDots and QDashes, respectively [39], grown on InP substrate, which reveal that 

QDashes are a mix of QDot-like and quantum wire-like structures. 

 

Figure 2.4: AFM images of InAs grown (a) QDots and (b) QDashes on InP 

substrate [39]. 

Nonetheless, as the demand for more emission efficiency and more compact designs 

emerged, extra dimensionally confined structures, i.e. self-assembled quantum dots 

and quantum dashes provide promising substitutes. Indeed, the introduced 

InAs/GaAs self-assembled QDots in [40] and [41] displayed excellent performance 

while emitting at ~1.3 µm. Besides showing tremendous improvement in the laser 

performances characteristics, another noteworthy progress QDots based lasers 

showed over the QWell counterpart is their extremely wideband emission of a 3dB 

bandwidth that reached ~ 75 nm at 1.24 µm. This was achieved by exploiting the 

inherent inhomogeneous nature of QDots as reported in [42] together with an 

intentional inhomogeneity (usually known as chirping) introduced in the form of 

varying the thickness of the monolayer deposition in the growth of each QDot 
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stack. On the other hand, intentional inhomogeneity in a QWell laser was 

introduced by employing an asymmetrical multiple well structure, i.e. wells of 

different thickness. This device had a maximum bandwidth of ~30 nm  as reported 

in [43]. As a result, InAs/GaAs QDot-based lasers have started to take over the 

commercial and industrial scene for 1.3 µm applications. However, for 

telecommunication applications, the GaAs based QDots are still unable to cover 

the C, L, U bands (1.5 µm -2.0 µm) and thus InAs/InP QDots/QDashes have been 

a research focus for emission in these bands [44]. In [45], InAs/InP QDot (grown 

over a QWell layer of InGaAs) based lasers were reported for the first time initially 

emitting at ~1.9 µm at cryogenic-temperature of 77 K, and emission at room 

temperatures was reported later in [46]. Later, in [47], Caroff et al. demonstrated 

a QDot-based laser that emitted at 1.59 µm at room temperature, (see Figure 2.5), 

using InAs/InP Qdots with a quantum dot density of 1.1×1011 /cm2. The reported 

transparency threshold current density was a low 68 kA/cm2. 
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Figure 2.5: Room temperature lasing spectra of the demonstrated InAs/InP QDot 

laser at two different cavity lengths, namely 0.8 mm and 3.06 mm [47]. 

Shortly after, different researchers and groups reported different improvements 

based on InAs/InGaAsP QDots. For instance, a high mode gain of 13/cm was 

achieved in [48] using a single layer of InAs/InP. In [49], a dot density of 

1.3×1011/cm2, which was the largest to be achieved using these materials, while the 

internal loss was reduced to 6/cm. 

InGaAlAs is another material that is used as a base material over InP substrates 

in QDots growth. The first instance where this material was used was in [50] where 

emission at a center wavelength of 1.63 µm was demonstrated while having an 

internal loss of 3.6/cm which is considered the lowest internal loss value of 

InAs/InP based QDot lasers. Six years later, by taking advantage of the Aluminum 

atoms in the InGaAlAs substrate and using the strain compensation technique, 

Akahane et al. [51] reported emission at 1.58 µm out of a multi-stack of 
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InAs/InGaAlAs with a threshold current density of 2.7 kA/cm2. A lower value of 

1.72 kA/cm2 was reported later in [52] which is the lowest reported threshold 

current density for any InAs/InP grown QDot laser. Later, it was demonstrated in 

[53] that the emission wavelength showed a tunability range from 1.47 µm to 1.70 

µm by controlling the amount of deposited InAs, as illustrated by Figure 2.6. Three 

different emission peaks were demonstrated using the same materials albeit with 

different compositions. 

 

Figure 2.6: Electroluminescence (EL) and lasing spectra of three different 

InAs/InGaAlAs occurring at 3 different peaks through controlling the 

composition of the deposited InAs [53]. 

The InAs/InP QDot laser research, summarized in the above few paragraphs, in 

general, employed assisted growth techniques (to alter the strain distribution) to 

achieve InAs QDots on InP substrate because a typical growth usually results in a 

highly inhomogeneous elongated QDash structure. However, these structures were 
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also exploited to demonstrate semiconductor lasers in the vital C – L – U 

communication bands. In the following, some of the laser achievements in the 

QDash domain are summarized. 

QDash lasers were first introduced in [55] as InAs QDashes over a substrate of InP 

which emitted around 1.60 µm with a slight red shift as more layers of 

InAs/InGaAlAs were introduced. The reported threshold current density was 410 

A/cm2 while the internal loss and internal quantum efficiency were ~10/cm and 

60% respectively. This work encouraged researchers and groups to work on this 

quantum confined nanostructure based semiconductor lasers. 

Not so long afterwards, Schwertberger and his group [56] reported a great tunability 

range of their QDash laser based on the same materials whose emission peak ranged 

from 1.54 to 1.78 µm by the virtue of changing the thickness of the deposited InAs 

layers while keeping the threshold current at the low value of 900 A/cm2.  

As the quality of the growth process improved, better results had been reported. 

In [57], Rotter and his group were able to expand on the concept of the tunability 

shown in [56] to achieve the longest reported emission wavelength that reached 

2.03 µm using a stack of 5 layers of InAs Dashes embedded in an InGaAs quantum 

well. 
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In [58], chirping the active region was introduced where different layers of QDashes 

were deposited at different stages by varying barrier layer thicknesses with the 

purpose of increasing the inhomogeneous broadening of the self-assembled QDashes 

and to achieve broad gain materials for semiconductor optical amplifier and 

broadband laser applications. Different research works have followed the chirped 

active region technique such as [59] and [60] with internal loss values of 4.6/cm 

and 11/cm, respectively, and internal quantum efficiencies of 60% and 85%, 

respectively, while lasing at 1.53 µm  and 1.62 µm, respectively. 

Due to their broadband emission, QDots and QDashes are great contenders that 

can be used in energy efficient optical telecommunication. Another potential 

application of broadband lasers is in producing extremely short light pulses in the 

order of picoseconds and femtoseconds which can be done through mode-locking 

where the emitted short pulses are phase-locked depending on the round-trip taken 

by photons inside the laser cavity. In QDot and QDash lasers, mode-locking can 

be achieved via an external signal, which in this case is called active mode-locking, 

or can be achieved passively without the need to an external source which makes 

it more favorable due to its compact nature and lower cost requirements [61]. 

One of the simplest techniques used in passive mode-locking is to divide the device 

into two sections. The first section is to be forwardly-biased acting as the light 

emitting laser (amplifier section) while the second section is reversely biased acting 
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as a saturable absorber that can be used for control and synchronization through 

the forward bias of that section [61]. 

 

2.3  Recent Applications in Communication Systems 

The use of QDash lasers in optical communication applications is still living its 

infancy years. At the end of 2009, the CNRS Laboratory for Photonics and 

Nanostructures in France first used a mode-locked laser (MLL) based on QDash 

active region. The MLL was emitting at 1.55 µm as a source for WDM spacing of 

100 GHz, which is standardized by the International Telecommunication Union 

(ITU) for emissions in the C and L bands. With that laser, they were able to 

achieve data rates as high as 100 Gb/s [62, 63].  

Therefore, in order to obtain a mode spacing of 100 GHz , they cleaved their lasers 

to have an amplification cavity length of 420 µm which resulted in the comb-like 

(clear Fabry-Perot longitudinal modes) emission shown in Figure 2.7. By using an 

array waveguide grating (AWG) wavelength demultiplexer, as shown in their setup 

block diagram shown in Figure 2.7, they were able to achieve a transmission rate 

of 10 Gb/s over a 50 km long single mode fiber using the 8 Fabry-Perot spaced 

mode-locked modes. One year later, they were able to raise that rate to 56 Gb/s 
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through implementing a differential quaternary phase-shift keying (DQPSK) 

scheme in their setup with a bit error rate (BER) of 4×10-7 [64]. 

 

Figure 2.7: The experimental setup proposed in [62] (right) alongside the emission 

spectrum of the MLL QDash laser (left). 

Near the end of 2015, the same group used a 980 µm long six-stacked MLL QDash 

laser whose emission spectrum is shown in Figure 2.8 (a) [65]. They were able to 

use 25 of the shown spectral lines in a 16QAM transmitter at a symbol rate of 18 

gigabaud, as shown in Figure 2.8 (c). As a result, they were able to achieve a 

transmission rate of 1.562 Tb/s over a 75 km long single mode optical fiber and up 

to an aggregate rate of 2.678 Tb/s over B-B transmission where the associated 

BER at different emission wavelengths is shown in Figure 2.8 (b). 
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Figure 2.8: (a) Emission spectrum and (b) BER at different wavelength values of 

the demonstrated work in [65] which employed the setup illustrated in (c). 
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3 CHAPTER 3 

DEVICE LEVEL CHARACTERIZATION  

In this chapter, we investigate the chirped multi-stack QDash active region based 

semiconductor laser device. It is of great significance to quantitatively assess the 

performance and the quality of the laser device by performing a series of 

experimental measurements to extract fundamental laser parameters. 

 

3.1 Chirped M ulti-stacked QDash Laser 

The main pivotal element of this work is the chirped InAs/InGaAlAs/InP QDash 

laser diode in the form of an as-cleaved Faby-Perot index-guided semiconductor 

device. 

This laser has been grown by MBE over an n-type InP substrate doped with Sulfur. 

Figure 3.1 shows an AFM image of the quantum dashes where the elongated 

inhomogeneous dashes are clearly visible with the bright/dark regions representing 

the height variations among the dashes. 
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Figure 3.1: AFM image showing a horizontal slice of the active region of the 

chirped QDash laser where the bright/dark regions represent the height 

variations among the dashes (KAUST Photonics Laboratory). 

The active region of this QDash laser is composed of four stacks each of 5 

monolayers of InAs dashes embedded within 7.6 nm of strained In0.64Ga0.16Al0.2As 

non-symmetric quantum-wells followed by tensile-strained In0.50Ga0.32Al0.18As top 

layer with varying thickness values of 20 nm, 15 nm, 10 nm and 10 nm and a 

bottom barrier layer of fixed thickness of 25 nm. For convenience, we name these 

dash stacks as S20, S15, S10b and S10a, respectively. In general, varying the barrier 

layer thickness between different dash ensembles introduces more inhomogeneity 

thereby introducing wide emission range. Such inhomogeneity is attributed to the 

variant vertical strain exhibited by each stack during the growth process which has 

a direct influence on the variation of the dashes height leading ultimately to 

dissimilar emission wavelengths and consequently broader emissions. Figure 3.2 

illustrates the laser structure used. 
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Figure 3.2: A layer-by-layer illustration of the structure of the laser diode. 

In general, empirical results show that larger barrier layer thickness values 

correspond to grown QDashes of smaller heights and thus lower wavelengths when 

compared to QDashes of thinner barrier layers probably due to the different 

exhibited vertical strain during the growth process that is influenced by the 

thickness of the barrier layers in each case [60]. 

On the other hand, Figure 3.3 shows two Transmission Electron Microscopic 

(TEM) micrographs of the active region along the [ ̅ ] plane (left) and [ ] plane 

(right). While the former show the dash elongation across the stacks, the latter 

S10 QDash Stack 

S15 

S10b 

S10a 
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shows the cross-sectional sizes of the dashes among each stack. The quantum 

dashes corresponds to the bright regions while the dark region corresponds to the 

barrier layers in both images. 

 

Figure 3.3: TEM images of the chirped active region of the QDash laser along the 

[ ̅ ] plane (left) and [ ] (right) where the QDashes are visible as the bright 
regions while the dark region corresponds to the barrier layers (KAUST 

Photonics Laboratory). 

Nevertheless, Figure 3.4 shows an illustration of the bandgap diagram of each of 

the four QDash ensembles inside the chirped active region alongside their 

overlapping quasi-zero-dimensional DOS. In addition, the normal distributions of 

the sizes of the QDash within each stack are represented by the dashed Gaussian 

curves that illustrate the overlap between QDashes that belong to neighboring 

stacks in terms of their sizes. 
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The ground state emission of each dash family is governed by Planck’s equation: 

� = ℎ
 (3.1) 

where  

 � is the wavelength (in meters) of the emitted photon. 

 ℎ is Plank’s constant which equals 6.626×10-34 J.s. 

  is the free-space speed of light. 

  is the energy (in Joule) of the emitted photon which corresponds to the 

effective energy bandgap of the QDash. 

Therefore, QDashes of larger heights within the thinner barrier-layer stack are 

associated with longer wavelength (lower energy) emission. On the other hand, 

QDashes of smaller heights within thicker barrier-layer stacks are associated with 

shorter wavelength (higher energy) emission. This behavior can be attributed to 

the extra quantum confinement exerted by the smaller height QDashes when 

compared to their larger height counterparts. 
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of the energy band diagram corresponding to different 

QDash stacks alongside their respective overlapping quasi-dimensionless DOS. 

 

3.2 Characterization Elements 

3.2.1  Laser Diode Specimens 

Using the previously discussed structure, lasers were fabricated and then cleaved 

into bars of different cavity lengths. Figure 3.5 shows an illustration of a laser bar 

containing three laser devices of identical cavity length. In our case, each bar 

contains laser devices with different ridge width values, namely 2 µm, 3 µm, and 4 

µm among which different devices were tested and characterized.  
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Figure 3.5: An illustration of a single laser bar containing several fixed cavity-

length devices. 

Figure 3.6 shows a microscopic image of three laser devices of different ridge widths, 

all having a 2500 µm long cavity length. 

 

Figure 3.6: A microscopic image of a single 2500 um laser bar where three laser 

diodes are visible with different ridge width, namely 2 µm, 3 µm, and 4 µm (from 

top to bottom). 
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3.2.2  Experimental Setup 

To characterize the performance of these devices, each of them was mounted on a 

brass base with p side up configuration. Two probes are then used where the 

negative one is connected to the brass base while the positive probe is placed over 

a gold plated clamp that is in contact with the p side of the laser in order to safely 

probe the current into the laser diode. The characterization of these lasers was 

done under a short-pulse width (SPW) operation with a pulse width of 0.5 µs and 

a delay width of 250 µs (0.2% duty cycle). This is done in order to minimize the 

heat buildup within the laser that can lead to increased junction temperature, 

which has a drastic impact on the performance of the laser diodes. After probing 

each laser, the voltage drop across the device was measured and recorded. 

Simultaneously, an integrating hemi-sphere with an InGaAs photodetector collects 

the emitted photons from the laser device facet and provides an equivalent optical 

power that is used to find the output light vs drive current (L-I) characteristics of 

the laser. Figure 3.7 shows a mounted laser bar that is being probe-injected 

alongside the integrating hemi-sphere. 
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Figure 3.7: A laser diode being pumped while the voltage drop and the output 

optical power are being measured. 

Next, the best performing laser device among each group of identical cavity length 

devices was selected depending on their threshold current values and efficiency 

slopes (both are extracted from the L-I characteristics of the device). Each selected 

device optical power was butt-coupled into an optical fiber, as shown in Figure 3.8, 

whose other end was connected into an optical power meter in order to successfully 

align the optical fiber facet with the emitted laser beam from ridge of the laser. 
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Figure 3.8: Side and top views showing the alignment of the fiber with the facet 

of a laser diode to its ridge. 

Finally, after successfully positioning the fiber with the optical mode of the laser 

diode, we connect it into an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) which shows the 

emission spectra. Different emission spectra are collected from each device at 

different current injection values which are later used to identify their emission 

profiles and ultimately their emission coverage and 3dB bandwidth. 

Figure 3.9 shows a schematic that illustrates the various setup components used 

for the characterization experiments. 
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Figure 3.9: Illustration showing the laser diode characterization setup. 
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3.3 Laser Diode Principle Parameters 

3.3.1  Voltage Drop vs. Input Current Characteristics  

The purpose of finding the voltage drop vs. input current curve (I-V) is to identify 

the diode-like behavior of the laser devices. The slope of the I-V curve denotes the 

dynamic series resistance of the diode. Figure 3.10 shows the I-V characteristics 

curve of a sample laser diode whose ridge width is 4 µm. As expected from a typical 

diode behavior, the turn on voltage is ~ 0.7 V beyond which, the average dynamic 

series resistance is ~ 3.2 Ω. 

 
Figure 3.10: I-V characteristic curve of a sample laser diode alongside its 

corresponding resistance vs. injected current curve. 

Resistance 

Voltage 
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3.3.2  Output Light Power vs. Input Current 

Characteristics 

The output light power vs. input current (L-I) curve is considered among the most 

significant characteristics of laser diodes as it describes how well the device 

performs with respect to the injected current. The photodetector that was used in 

our characterization actually measures the photo current, which is then converted 

to optical power using a responsivity of 6.54 mA/W (for 1.6 µm wavelength).  

As a small current is being injected into the device, the laser diode operates as an 

LED with spontaneous emission taking place since the gain of the active medium 

at this point has not yet overcome the losses. However, as injection current 

increases beyond the threshold current Ith, the gain inside the active medium 

exceeds the threshold gain resulting in stimulated emission and lasing action takes 

place. When the threshold current is divided by the area of current pumping (we 

assumed it to be cavity length × ridge width) gives the threshold current density 

Jth. Threshold current density is an indicator of how good the active medium 

material is; the lower its value the better the material is. 

Another significant parameter that can be extracted from the L-I curve is its slope 

which is called slope efficiency . This slope indicates how much optical power is 

being emitted by the laser diode with respect to the injected current. Therefore, a 
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higher value for this slope is desirable and is another direct indicator of the 

performance efficiency of the laser device. Figure 3.11 shows the L-I curve of a 

sample laser diode. 

 

Figure 3.11: L-I characteristic curve of a sample laser diode showing the sloe 

efficiency alongside the threshold current at the onset of the stimulated emission. 

 

3.3.3  External Quantum Efficiency 

When a flux of charge carriers flows through the active region as current gets 

pumped into the device, photons get generated after successful radiative electron-

hole pair recombination. However, not all recombinations result in generation of 

photons but rather, some recombinations result in non-radiative processes like the 
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Auger recombination. This type of recombinations raises the junction temperature 

of the device. Moreover, a portion of the generated photons do not successfully 

escape the boundaries of the device as they reflect at the interface or get reabsorbed 

altogether. The external quantum efficiency is a parameter that relates the amount 

of generated optical power out of the laser diode with respect to the amount of 

injected current. It represents how efficient the laser diode is in converting the 

pumped carriers inside the device into optical power that gets out of the laser 

diode. The external quantum efficiency can be found through the slope efficiency 

using the following relation [66]: 

� = ΔΔ . �ℎ  (3.2) 

where 

 �  is the external differential quantum efficiency. 

 ΔΔ�  is the L-I curve slope efficiency in W/A. 

 ℎ is Planck’s constant and equals 6.6262×1034 J.s. 

 � is the emission center wavelength. 

  is the speed of light in a vacuum and equals 2.99×108 m/s. 

  is the charge of an electron which equals 1.60022×10-19 C. 
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3.3.4  Internal Quantum Efficiency and Internal Loss 

The external quantum efficiency is a measure of performance of different laser 

cavities. On the other hand, the internal quantum efficiency (��) is a performance 

parameter of the material of the active region itself regardless of its length. The 

internal quantum efficiency is a measure of how much of the injected electron-hole 

pairs is contributing to light emission through radiative recombinations. 

In order to find this parameter, the external differential quantum efficiency values 

are plotted against different cavity lengths. The plotted data points are linearly 

fitted then extrapolated as a straight line in order to find the y-intercept of the 

fitted straight line. The inverse of this value represents the internal quantum 

efficiency according to [66] 

� = �� [ + ��ln / ] (3.3) 

where 

 �� is the internal quantum efficiency 

 �� is the internal loss (cm-1) 

  is the reflectivity of the mirror facets of the laser cavity and equals 31% in 

typical lasers GaAs or InP based lasers 
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The internal loss is a parameter that represents the portion of lost generated 

photons due to reabsorption in the device structure before exiting the cavity 

through the mirror facets of the laser diode.  

3.3.5  Transparency Current Density 

Much like the internal quantum efficiency being a material parameter of the active 

region, the transparency current density, unlike the threshold current density, does 

not depend on the length of the active region. It is a measure of when the losses in 

the active region is compensated (i.e. Loss = Gain). Therefore, it makes more sense 

to use this parameter instead as an absolute indicator rather than dimension 

dependent parameters. 

The transparency current density  equals the y-intercept of the plot between the 

threshold current density ℎ, at different cavity length values, against the inverse 

of these lengths. 

3.3.6  Characteristic Temperature 

The characteristic temperature (To) is a parameter that indicates how consistent 

the performance of the laser diode is at increasing temperature. This parameter is 

of a substantial significance since temperature plays a vital role in most of the 

quantum mechanics that occur within the active region. In general, higher values 
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of To correspond to more thermally stable specimens. As temperate increases, an 

overall degradation is witnessed by the device as the quantum efficiency decreases. 

Hence, the threshold current density that is required to overcome the extra 

introduced losses is increased exponentially as temperature increases as [66] 

ℎ =  �/�� (3.4) 

ln ( ℎ) =  (3.5) 

ln ℎ − ln =  (3.6) 

Δ ln ℎ = ΔT (3.7) 

= ΔTΔln Jt  (3.8) 

 

where 

 ℎ is the threshold current density. 

  is a differential constant. 

  is the characteristic temperature. 
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Therefore, the characteristic temperature of a laser device can be found by plotting 

the natural logarithm of Jth vs. different temperature values and finding the 

reciprocal of the slope. 

 

3.4 Parameters M easurements 

The previously discussed laser diode characterization has been carried out for 

multiple laser diodes of different cavity lengths while using 2 and 4 ridge width 

devices in each case. 

 

3.4.1  The Narrow Ridge Laser 

Figure 3.12 shows the I-V curves of 5 different cavity length lasers, all having a 

narrow ridge width of 2 µm. Table 3.1 shows the average Ohmic series resistance 

values of different cavity lengths after they were extracted from the slope of their 

respective I-V curves. 
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Figure 3.12: I-V characteristic curves for 5 different cavity length devices each of 

2 um ridge width. 

 

Table 3.1: Resistance values of different cavity length lasers. 

Cavity Length 

[µm] 
440 700 800 2500 2800 

Resistance [Ω] 1.52 2.92 3.52 5.22 5.56 

As expected, the longer the cavity, the higher the resistance of the device is, 

starting from 1.52 Ω for the 440 µm up to 5.56 Ω for the 2800 µm long device. 
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Figure 3.13 shows the L-I curve of all examined cavity lengths while Table 3.2 

shows the threshold current and threshold current density and optical power slope 

efficiencies. 

 

Figure 3.13: L-I Characteristics of different cavity length devices. 

It is clear from the plots that the longer the cavity is, the lower its threshold current 

density gets. Such behavior is probably a direct result of reduction in the mirror 

loss of the device (which is inversely proportional to the cavity length) and hence 

the total device loss. 
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Table 3.2: Threshold current density and efficiency slope of different cavity 

length devices. 

Cavity Length [µm] 440 700 800 2500 2800 

Threshold Current 

[A] 

0.0415 0.0575 0.0656 0.180 0.1994 

Active region Area 

[cm2] 
0.88×10-5 1.4×10-5 1.6×10-5 5.0×10-5 5.6×10-5 

Threshold Current 

Density (Jth) 

[A/cm2] 

4704.55 4107.14 4100.00 3600.00 3560.71 

Optical Efficiency 

Slope [W/A] 
0.840 0.634 0.571 0.347 0.347 

This in turn enables stimulated emission process to commence at earlier current 

injections. However, as more carriers are injected into the active medium, the losses 

accelerate as the junction temperature rises resulting in a reduction of the efficiency 

slopes as observed in Figure 3.13 at intermediate and high current injections with 

an eventual optical power roll-off that is taking place when the slope is reduced by 

50%. 

Using (3.1), the external quantum efficiency for each cavity length laser is found 

using the optical efficiency slope and tabulated in Table 3.3. Much like threshold 

current density, longer cavities show lower external quantum efficacies according 

to the equation 3.3. In other words, longer cavity lengths are clamped at lower 
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threshold gain compared to the shorter cavity lengths which directly effects the 

optical slope efficiency of the device. 

Table 3.3: The external quantum efficiency of different 2 µm cavity lengths laser 

devices. 

Cavity Length 

[µm] 
440 700 800 2500 2800 

External Quantum 

Efficiency (� ) [%] 
90.77 82.84 74.75 45.80 45.52 

1/�  1.83 2.41 2.68 4.37 4.39 

In order to find the internal quantum efficiency, the external differential quantum 

efficiency values are plotted against different cavity lengths as shown in Figure 3.14 

which are then tabulated in Table 3.4. The y-intercept of the extrapolated line 

represents the inverse of the internal quantum efficiency while its slope can be used 

to find the internal loss according to according to (3.3). The y-intercept of the 

extrapolated line is 1.23885 which is when inverted equals ��=80.72%. On the other 

hand, the slope of the line equals �� /��  ln(1/R)=0.00119 which when multiplied 

by ��ln(1/R) gives the internal loss of the medium that equals  

11.90 cm-1. 
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Figure 3.14: Linearly fitted line of 1/ηd against different cavity lengths whose y-
intercept gives the inverse of internal quantum efficinecy while the slope can be 

used to find the internal loss of the active region. 

Figure 3.15 shows an extrapolated linearly fitted line from the threshold current 

density values at the inverse of different cavity length values in cm-1 tabulated in 

Table 3.5. The extrapolated fitted line shows that the transparency threshold 

current density of this laser is 3349.07 A/cm2. 
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Table 3.4: The Internal quantum efficiency and the internal loss parameters of 

the 2 µm QDash laser. 

 /�� Internal Quantum 

Efficiency (��) [%] 

Slope [µm-1] �� /��ln(1/R) 

Internal Loss 

(�� ) [cm-1] 

1.2388 80.72 0.00119 11.90 

 

 

Figure 3.15: An extrapolated linear fit of threshold current density vs. the inverse 

of different cavity length values of the 2 µm ridge width lasers. 
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Table 3.5: Threshold current densities at different cavity lengths and their inverse 

for the 2 µm ridge width. 

Cavity Length (L) [cm] 0.044 0.07 0.08 0.25 

Inverse Cavity Length 

(1/L) [cm-1] 
22.73 14.29 12.5 4.00 

Threshold Current 

Density (Jth) [A/cm2] 
4704.55 4107.14 4100.00 3600.00 

 

3.4.2  The W ide Ridge Laser 

In order to investigate the effect of the ridge width of the laser diode on its 

characteristic parameters, we perform the same measurements on different cavity 

length laser diodes using the 4 µm ridge width devices for each cavity length and 

compare the results to the previously found ones for the case of 2 µm ridge width 

case. 

Starting with the I-V characteristics, Figure 3.16 shows the I-V curve of different 

cavity length laser diodes. In addition, Figure 3.17 shows the L-I characterisitcs of 

each of these laser diodes where the extracted paramters are tabulated in Table 

3.6. 
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Figure 3.16: I-V characteristics of different cavity length laser diodes of 4 µm 

ridge width. 

 
Figure 3.17: L-I characteristics of different cavity length laser diodes of 4 µm 

ridge width. 
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As previously discussed, in general, longer cavity laser diodes are associated with 

lower threshold gain and hence less quantum efficiency. However, a sharp decrease 

in the slope efficiency is observed in the case of the 1100 µm and 2000 µm lasers at 

higher current injections suggesting sub-optimal fabrication of these two devices. 

More interestingly, by comparing the L-I characteristics of the narrower 2 µm ridge 

lasers with their wider 4 µm counterparts, we observe that the latter has a better 

overall performance as it has a higher slope efficiency (external quantum efficiency) 

while requiring lower threshold current density in order to initialize the stimulated 

emission process. Such observation can be possibly explained by the smaller active 

region volume in the 2 µm ridge lasers compared with their wider 4 µm 

counterparts. Moreover,  the narrower ridge widths exhibit a more substantial 

lateral current spreading as demonstrated in [67] in addition to the possible ridge 

side-wall scattering loss.  

Table 3.6: Extracted efficiency parameters of the 4 µm ridge laser diodes. 

Cavity 

Length 

[µm] 

500 700 800 1100 1600 2000 2800 3000 

Ith [A] 
0.068 0.088 0.108 0.129 0.180 0.197 0.280 0.299 

(Jth) 

[A/cm2] 

3415 3372 3146 2925 2808 2467 2496 2488 

Efficiency 

Slope 

[W/A] 

0.208 0.185 0.182 0.181 0.131 0.100 0.097 0.080 
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Thereafter, by extrapolating the linearly fitted line of the reciprocals of the 

extracted external quantum efficiencies as shown in Figure 3.17, we can find the 

internal loss �� from the slope of the fitted line while its y-intercept gives the 

reciprocal of the internal quantum efficiency �� according to (3.3) which are 

tabulated in Table 3.7. 

 
Figure 3.18: Extrapolated linear fit of the inverse external quantum efficiencies of 

the difference 4 µm cavity length devices. 

As expected, the material dependent internal quantum efficiency is nearly the same 

in both cases of the wider 4 µm and the narrow 2 µm case averaging around ~ 82% 
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± 1.5%. Similarly, the internal loss was more or less identical in both cases 

averaging around 11.3 cm-1 ± 0.55 cm-1. 

Table 3.7: The Internal quantum efficiency and the internal loss parameters of 

the 4 µm QDash laser 

 /�� Internal Quantum 

Efficiency (��) [%] 

Slope [µm-1] �� /��ln(1/R) 

Internal Loss 

(�� ) [cm-1] 

1.1959 83.62 0.00110 10.77 

Figure 3.19 shows an extrapolated linear fit of the threshold current densities 

associated with different cavity lengths in order to extract the transparency current 

density which was found to be ~ 2183.4 A/cm2. 

 

Figure 3.19: An extrapolated linear fit of threshold current density vs. the inverse 

of different cavity length values of the 4 µm ridge width case. 
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The improvement in the transparency current densities observed in the wider ridge 

lasers also affirm our postulation that the lateral current spreading and side-wall 

scattering possess more dominant effect on narrower ridge widths lasers. 

Finally, the L-I curve was found for a 4 µm × 1600 µm laser diode at different 

temperatures by controlling the temperature of the brass base over which the laser 

device was mounted through a thermo-electric cooler. Since lasing operation takes 

place under a very short duty cycle (0.2%), it is safe to assume that the junction 

temperature of the laser is very close to that of the temperature of the brass base. 

Figure 3.20 shows the L-I characteristics of the examined laser specimen at different 

temperatures (15o C, 20oC – 70o C in steps of 10o C). 

The inset of Figure 3.20 shows the progressive increase (decrease) in threshold 

current (slope efficiency) as a function of the temperature. At 50oC, a very sharp 

decrease in the slope efficiency occurs, and thus in the quantum efficiency, is 

observed accompanied by a steep increase in the threshold current of the device. It 

is no surprise that the threshold current increases as the temperature rises. Such 

observation can be attributed to the increased active region losses as more phonons 

are generated as a result of thermally induced lattice vibrations. In addition, less 

photons are generated at elevated temperatures as more non-radiative 

recombinations take place. 
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Figure 3.20: L-I characteristics of the examined 4 µm × 1600 µm laser at different 
temperatures (15o C, 20o C – 70o C in steps of 10o C). The inset shows the 

progressive increase (decrease) in Ith (slope efficiency) as a function of the 

temperature. 

After extracting the threshold current densities at each temperature value, the 

natural logarithm of these densities are plotted as a function of the temperature as 

shown in Figure 3.21. Thereafter, according to (3.8), the reciprocal of the slope of 

the linearly fitted curve gives the characteristic temperature which was equal to 

73o K. 
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Figure 3.21: Natural logarithm of the extracted threshold current densities of the 

4 µm × 1600 µm laser as a function of temperature. 

 

3.5 Emission Bandwidth 

The most attractive part in chirping these QDash lasers is their dash size 

inhomogeneity that can be categorized into two types: 
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1. Intra-plane inhomogeneity; by the virtue of the variant heights of the 

individual QDashes within each dash ensemble as a result of the inherent 

random nature of their growth process. 

2. Inter-plane inhomogeneity; in the form of the variant average QDash height 

between the different dash stacks, i.e. S20, S15, S10a, and S10b. 

Ultimately, such inhomogeneity leads to dissimilar emission wavelengths that 

collectively yields in an ultra-broad emission.  

The emission spectra of multiple of laser diodes at different cavity lengths have 

been acquired via an optical spectrum analyzer while fixing the ridge width to 4 

µm. Figures 3.22 (a) – (d) show the progressive emission spectra of 4 µm ridge 

devices of cavity lengths of 500 µm, 700 µm, 800 µm, and 1100 µm, respectively, 

while Figures 3.23 (a) – (d) show the spectra of the 1600 µm, 2000 µm, 2800 µm, 

and 3000 µm cavity lengths, respectively. In both figures, the spectra are shown at 

five different current injections equivalent the first five multiples of their associated 

threshold current densities, i.e. 1 Ith – 5 Ith in steps 1 Ith. Each spectrum shows the 

relative intensity in logarithmic arbitrary units (a.u.) at different wavelength values 

between 1580 nm and 1650 nm. 
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Figure 3.22: The progressive emission spectra of 4 µm ridge devices of cavity 

lengths of (a) 500 µm, (b) 700 µm, (c) 800 µm, and (d) 1100 µm, respectively, at 

five different current injections (1 Ith – 5 Ith in steps of 1 Ith). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 3.23: The progressive emission spectra of 4 µm ridge devices of cavity 

lengths of (a) 1600 µm, (b) 2000 µm, (c) 2800 µm, and (d) 3000 µm, respectively, 

at five different current injections (1 Ith – 5 Ith in steps of 1 Ith). 

  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Although ultra-broad emission is observed from all cavity length these lasers, three 

among them showed better broadband profiles than the others. The first device is 

the 700 µm long laser whose close-up emission spectrum (at injection current of 5 

Ith), shown in Figure 3.24, reached a wide emission of a 3dB bandwidth of ~ 15.5 

nm with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of ~ 20dB and an emission coverage of ~ 

38.4 nm which can be translated into 2.37 THz and 4.41 THz respectively according 

to 

∆ = � ∆� (3.9) 

where  

 ∆  is the frequency bandwidth in Hz. 

  is the free-space speed if light. 

 � is the centeral wavelength. 

 ∆� is the wavelength bandwidth. 
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Figure 3.24: A close up emission spectrum of the 4 µm × 700 µm showing an 

ultra-broad emission. 

The 3000 µm long laser showed a wide emission of a 3dB bandwidth of ~ 20.73 nm ≡ 2.37 THz. Moreover, the 2800 µm cavity long achieved an even broader emission 

with a 3dB bandwidth of ~ 30.36 nm  ≡ 3.47 THz. In chapter 5, we thoroughly 

describe the lasing spectral profiles in greater detail. 
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4 CHAPTER 4 

H IGHER DUTY CYCLE LASING 

CHARACTERISTICS 

In the previous chapter, the characterization of the QDash laser diodes has been 

carried over under SPW operation with a duty cycle of 0.2%. The reasoning behind 

such decision was due to the fact that these chirped QDash lasers are still novel 

structures that had been grown as exploratory research-based specimens. As a 

result, different parameters and operations involved in their growth process had 

not been yet fully optimized. Consequently, longer exposure to more carrier influx, 

during higher duty cycle operations or during continuous wave (CW) operation, 

results in diminishing the lasing performance of these devices and possibly 

damaging them entirely. Nevertheless, characterizing these specimens under SPW 

gives a very close estimate of their expected performance when they are better 

growth-optimized. 

However, in order for these lasers to be used in optical communication systems, 

operating under SPW becomes obsolete since the output optical average power 
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plays a vital role in successful modulation, transmission and detection of the optical 

signal. Hence, exploration of higher duty cycle operations becomes necessary as we 

move forward. Moreover, in general, an external continuous optical modulation 

necessitates a CW operation of the optical sources used to ensure easy successful 

modulation of the continuous data bit-stream. 

In this chapter, we firstly investigate the performance of the chirped QDash lasers 

under higher duty cycle SPW and then under CW operations in terms of their 

characteristic parameters and emission spectral profiles. 

 

4.1 Higher Duty Cycle SPW Operation 

4.1.1  Lasing Characteristics 

In order to investigate the impact of operation under higher duty cycles, a 4 µm × 

1600 µm QDash laser diode has been tested using injection current pulses of 

different duty cycles, namely 0.2%, 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4%, with a fixed delay 

width of 250 µs. Figure 4.1 shows the extracted L-I characteristic curve under these 

duty cycles. From the figure, we observe that the threshold current did not change 

for different duty cycle operations while, at high current injections, a progressive 

reduction in the slope efficiency (thereby external quantum efficiency) is observed. 
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Such observation can be attributed to the non-optimized nature of the growth of 

the active region as stated previously. This results in higher non-radiative 

recombination centers due to the accelerated rise in temperature. Besides, built-up 

heat due to the associated high thermal resistance in such non-optimized structures 

compared to better optimized ones as demonstrated in [68] renders the heat 

incapable to dissipate into the substrate fast enough and leads to deteriorated 

performance of the device. Hence, as discussed before, the resulting temperature 

rise results in introducing more losses in the active region in the form of phonon 

generation due to lattice vibrations.  

 

Figure 4.1: L-I characteristic curve of the 4 µm × 1600 µm laser diodes under 

different duty cycle operations. 
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On the other hand, the consistency of the threshold current for different duty cycle 

operations is due to the low values of Ith that causes minimal heat generation and 

conserve the integrity of the structure which is contrary to higher current 

injections. Hence, this behavior agrees with our attribution of the performance 

degradation to the buildup heat and further validates our use of SPW to estimate 

the performance of CW operation mode when the growth process is optimized. 

The L-I curve in each case in Figure 4.1 exhibits optical power rollover at earlier 

current injections when the duty cycle increases. Figure 4.2 shows the effect of 

operation under higher duty cycles on the slope efficiency of the chirped QDash 

1600 µm laser diode in addition to the pumping current value at which the output 

power rolls over (slope is reduce by 50%). The duty cycle is denoted as Dc in the 

figure. 

Approximately 30% reduction is observed in the slope efficiency (external quantum 

efficiency) as the duty cycle is increased from 0.2% to 4%. More interestingly, both 

the onset roll over current and slope efficiency witness an identical simultaneous 

response to increasing the duty cycle, following an exponential decay. 
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Figure 4.2: Slope efficiency and rollover initial injection current as functions of 

the duty cycle. 

The dashed curve in Figure 4.2 is the exponentially fitted slope efficiency values at 

different duty cycles. The equation of the fitted curve, according to the extracted 

parameters from the inset table in Figure 4.2, is 

� = . + .  −��/ .  �/  (4.1) 

where  

 �  is the slope efficiency. 

  is the operation duty cycle. 
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4.1.2   Peak Power and Average Power 

The vertical axis of an L-I curve shows the instantaneous peak power for different 

injection current values. However, rather than the value of the instantaneous peak 

power, detection of the light emission depends on the average power of the laser 

emission. Figure 4.3 shows an arbitrary pulse train of period T with a peak power 

Ppeak spanning over Δt amount of time. 

 

Figure 4.3: An illustration of a train of pulses each occupying Δt amount of time 
with a T period. 

Given that each pulse corresponds to energy E, we can relate the peak power over 

Δt with the integrated average power per time period, that corresponds to the 

same amount of energy, by 

�� Δ = �� ��  (4.2) 

 ≡ Δ = �� ����  (4.3) 

�� �� = �� ×   (4.4) 
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Figure 4.4 shows both the peak optical power, extracted from Figure 4.1, alongside 

the corresponding integrated average power according to (4.4) as functions of the 

duty cycle.  

 

Figure 4.4: The variation of the peak power and the average power as functions 

of the operation duty cycle. 

Figure 4.4 shows that at duty cycles 0.2% and 4%, the peak power exhibits about 

46% reduction in the optical peak power from ~104 mW to ~58 mW. However, it 

is interesting to note that as the pulse width is increased, the total average power 

increases at a rate that outweighs the reduction of the peak power resulting 

ultimately in a net integrated average power increase of approximately ten folds 

from 0.207 mW to 2.32 mW as the pulse width increases by 20 folds between 0.2% 

and 4% duty cycles. 
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4.1.3   Emission Spectra 

The emission spectra of the 4 µm by 1600 um cavity  length QDash laser diode are 

shown in Figure 4.5 for the different duty cycles at a current injection of 1.0 A 

which is about 5 Ith. The peak power, denoted as Pp and integrated average power, 

denoted as Pa) are shown for each duty cycle. In addition, the dotted lines outline 

the emission wavelength coverage while the dashed line traces the emission central 

wavelength for each case. There are few observations that can be inferred from 

Figure 4.5, as the duty is increased from 0.2% to 4%, 

 A small redshift that is observed in the emission central wavelength from ~1619.5 nm to ~1625 nm. 

 An overall emission wavelength coverage enhancement of ~38% and a 

FWHM increase from 17 nm to 28 nm when the duty cycle is increased from 

0.2% to 4%. 

 A quenching of the quantum efficiency in the form of spectral power density 

reduction displayed by a 13 dB in the SNR due to the increase of the duty 

cycle from 0.2% (27 dB) to 4% (14 dB). 
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Figure 4.5: The emission spectra under different duty cycle operations showing 

the peak and average power in each case. The cyan dotted lines outline the 
emission wavelength covereage while the purple dashed line traces the cenral 

emission wavelength for each case. 

These observations are signature effects of temperature rise within the active 

medium of the laser diodes. In the next chapter we go in more depth in analyzing 

these effects. Figure 4.6 shows the effect of the duty cycle on the SNR, wavelength 

coverage and central wavelength of the emission spectra that were presented in 

Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.6: The variation of the SNR, wavelength coverage, and central 

wavelength of the emission spectra as functions of the duty cycle. 

 

4.2 CW M ode Operation  

As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, for a continuously generated bit 

stream, the laser optical emission acting as a carrier signal of the system should be 

operating in CW for easy and successful modulation. In the following, we examine 

the performance of lasing under CW mode. 
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4.2.1  Thermionic Enhancement 

So far, the junction temperature rise within the active medium, whether it be via 

high current injections or as the duty cycle is increased, has been associated with 

deteriorating the performance of the laser diode. However, appropriate values of 

temperature has the potential to enhance the photon generation processes due to 

the fact that the density of free carriers within semiconductor devices is a function 

of energy and temperature according to [69] 

, = � ,  (4.5) 

where 

  is the number of electrons occupying energies between  and . 

  is the DOS. 

 � ,  is the Fermi-Dirac distribution given as 

� = + exp − µ�  (4.6) 

where 

 µ is the chemical potential that results in an occupation probability of 1/2 

at the Fermi level. 
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 � is the Boltzmann’s constant that is equal to 1.380×10-23 J/K. 

  is the absolute temperature. 

 

4.2.2   CW L-I Characteristics 

Due to the non-optimized growth of these structures, their operation under CW 

mode has been observed to be extremely unstable due to the exceedingly high 

amount of generated losses under high continuous influx of supplied carriers in CW 

mode. Therefore, the generated optical power in each case witnesses steep plunge 

in a very short periods of time. Hence, the acquisition of the real transient peak 

optical power becomes not viably possible. Therefore, extracting power dependent 

parameters, e.g. slope, internal, and external quantum efficiencies, becomes difficult 

from these CW measurements. However, by normalizing the detected optical power 

throughout the different cases, other parameters are still conserved such as 

transparency current density and the relative general degradation in the quantum 

efficiencies. Figure 4.7 shows the normalized L-I characteristic curves of different 5 

µm wide ridge laser diodes of different cavity length (500, 800, 1100, 1600, and 

3000 um). 
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As a result of the lower threshold gain in longer cavity devices, a reduction in the 

slope of the optical power curve is observed when compared to shorter cavities, 

much like the previously discussed behavior in SPW mode. On the other hand, due 

to the fact that more QDashes exist in longer cavities, long devices are able to 

sustain stimulated emission for wider spans of current injections. This can observed 

in Figure 4.7 by the fact that longer laser devices exhibit wider L-I curves and 

higher roll over currents when compared to shorter devices. In addition, this might 

also be attributed to the possible different degrees of heat dissipation from the 

active region as a function of the cavity length. 

 

Figure 4.7: Normalized CW L-I characteristic curves of different 4 µm ridge width 

laser diodes of different cavity lengths (500, 800, 1100, 1600, and 3000 um). 
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Figure 4.8 shows a comparison between the CW and SPW (0.2% duty cycle) L-I 

curves of this device which demonstrates the impact of operating under CW mode. 

In this mode, stimulated emission only occurs for a sort range of injection currents 

(from 0.18 A to 0.71 A) outside which, spontaneous emission is dominant as evident 

by the flat optical output power at these current values.  

The increase in the optical power of the spontaneous emission in CW mode, when 

compared to SPW mode, can be attributed to the thermionic enhancement effect 

associated with the temperature rise due to the continuous current injection which 

results in charge carriers’ acquisition of thermal energy that is equal to �  leading 

to more carrier transitions and higher electron occupancy in the conduction band.  

 

Figure 4.8: Comparison between the L-I curves operating under SPW and CW 

modes. 
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From Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, we observe that the threshold current values of 

the different laser devices are lower in CW mode when compared to their operation 

in the different SPW modes which indicates earlier lasing occurrences. This 

behavior has been observed in all examined laser devices. In CW mode, the 

reasonable junction temperature rise at low current injections (< Ith) introduces 

more carrier transitions by the virtue of the shortly discussed thermionic emission 

resulting in quicker achievement of population inversion and ultimately earlier 

stimulated emission. Moreover, Figure 4.9 demonstrates the overall small ~7% 

reduction of the extracted transparency current density in CW mode (~ 2024 

A/cm2) when compared to the extracted Jo under 0.2% SPW operation (~ 2183 

A/cm2) for the same ridge width. 

 

Figure 4.9: Extrapolated liner fit of the threshold current densities as a function 

of the inverse of the cavity length in order to extrapolate Jo. 
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4.2.3   CW Characteristic Temperature 

In order to find the characteristic temperature of the QDash laser under CW 

operation, we found the normalized L-I characteristic curves at different 

temperatures (15, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60o C) as shown in Figure 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.10: Normalized CW L-I characteristics under different temperatures (15, 

20, 30, 40, 50, and 60oC). The maximum normalized power is shown over each 

curve. The inset shows the reduction of the normalized peak power and the 

increase in the threshold current density as functions of the temperature. 
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The inset of the figure shows the increase in the threshold current density and the 

reduction of the normalized peak power as functions of temperature. As observed 

from the figure, raising the temperature shows a detrimental impact on the lasing 

characteristics under CW that exceeds that of SPW mode which is shown in Figure 

3.19. The impact of raising the temperature is most apparent in the figure in the 

case of 60o C temperature beyond which the laser ceases to operate in stimulated 

emission while the spontaneous emission dominates the optical output. As discussed 

in the previous chapter, high characteristic temperature values indicate more 

stability and consistency of the performance of the laser diode against rising 

temperatures. The slope of the linearly fitted curves in Figure 4.11 denotes the 

reciprocal of the characteristic temperatures for this device under SPW and CW 

modes. Nevertheless, the characteristic temperature is equal to 56o K in CW mode 

while it was found to be 73o K in SPW as previously demonstrated. This gap in 

the characteristic temperature between both operation modes further assures our 

previous discussion of the CW mode being very sensitive to temperature variations 

which is evident as the threshold current in both cases are reasonably close at lower 

temperatures and diverge from each other as the temperature is raised as shown in 

Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: Linearly fitted values of the natural logarithm of the threshold 

current densities as functions of temperature for SPW and CW operation modes. 

The slope of each line denotes the reciprocal of the characteristic temperature in 

each case. 

 

4.2.4  CW Lasing Spectral Profiles 

As previously stated, CW emission from these sub-optimally grown devices is 

highly unstable. The lasing behavior in all the examined QDash laser didoes can 

be classified as: 

 Devices that lase in CW very briefly then quickly die out leading to 

spontaneous emission overtaking the stimulated emission. This behavior was 

observed in the majority of the devices. 
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 Devices that do not lase at all in the CW mode. 

 Devices that lase in CW consistently for long periods of time. Only four 

devices displayed such behavior with cavity lengths of 700 µm, 800 µm, 1100 

µm, and 1600 µm. 

 Figure 4.12 shows the emission spectrum of the 4 µm × 800 µm QDash laser device 

under SPW and CW modes at a current injection of ~ 2 Ith for both cases. The 

first observation in CW mode is that the spontaneous emission (regions outside of 

the outline window in the figure) possesses much more power when compared to 

SPW which agrees with the optical power offset shown in the L-I characteristic 

curve shown in Figure 4.8.  

 

Figure 4.12: Emission spectra of a 4 µm × 800 µm laser diode at a current 

injection of 2 Ith for both SPW and CW operation modes. 

SPW 

CW 
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More interestingly, while thermionic emission has been demonstrated to broaden 

the emission at higher order SPW according to (4.5), CW on the other hand results 

in a severe reduction on the emission bandwidth. Ultimately, in a well optimized 

laser structure, both emissions of SPW and CW should be very close to each other. 

However, in this case, only the longest wavelength (lowest energy) components of 

emission of SPW are present in the CW’s emission as outlined by the magenta 

dashed window in Figure 4.12 between 1620 nm and 1630 nm. As stated in the 

previous chapter, according to (3.1), dashes of larger heights are responsible for 

longer wavelength emissions as they tend to result in smaller bandgaps and lower 

energy transitions (longer wavelength) in addition to having tighter and deeper 

quantum confinement as illustrated in Figure 3.3. As a result, the presence of the 

lowest energy emissions exclusively in Figure 4.12 strongly suggests that the 

exceedingly high temperature rise in the CW mode results in carrier acquisition of 

high thermal energies that leads to carrier leakage (spillover) from the potential of 

the shallow-offset QDash ensembles (S20 and S15) while the deeper S10 QDash 

family is still reasonably confined. Nevertheless, as the injection current is slightly 

increased (~2.1 Ith) the thermal energy enables the carriers within the stack (S10) 

to break confinement and the stimulated emission to entirely disappear as shown 

in Figure 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13: Spontaneous emission at current injection of ~2.1 Ith. 
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5 CHAPTER 5 

TEM PERATURE DEPENDENT LASING 

CHARACTERISITCS 

From the previous chapter, we have observed that temperature rise within the 

QDash laser plays a very vital role in most of the carrier distribution and transition 

processes that take place within the active medium whether the temperature is 

directly increased or indirectly increased via the heat buildup in the active region 

resulting from current injections and higher order operation modes. In this chapter, 

we characterize the temperature dependent lasing emission of the chirped multi-

stacked Qdash lasers and investigate the effect of varying the temperature and 

geometrical dimensions on their spectral profiles. The temperature dependent lasing 

spectra have been investigated for two device configuration. The first case was for 

index-guided ridge laser diodes of three different ridge width values, namely 2 µm, 

3 µm and 4 µm. Secondly, a gain-guided broad area laser diode with a wide oxide-

strip of 15 µm was investigated. 
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5.1 Ridge Devices  

5.1.1  2 µm ridge Devices 

Figures 5.1 (a)–(d) show the lasing spectra of a 2 µm × 700 µm chirped Qdash 

ridge-waveguide laser at varying current injections under different temperatures, 

namely 15° C, 20° C (room temperature), 30° C, and 40° C, respectively. Starting 

from 1.0 Ith, the current is swept from 1.2 Ith to 8.2 Ith in steps of 0.4 Ith. 

The emission from this device at room temperature shows an ultra-broad emission 

from this device at room temperature that reached a −3dB bandwidth of 45 nm as 

shown in Figure 5.1(b) at current injection of 8.2 Ith. This peculiar broadening 

effect has been attributed to the exceeding inhomogeneity resulting from chirping 

the structure by the virtue of dissimilar barrier layer thickness values which was 

proven to have a distinct effect on the enhancement the emission −3 dB bandwidth. 

At early current injections (below 4 Ith), a single lobe is witnessed centered around 

1616 nm. The lasing is initiated from the Qdash ensemble S15 containing the dashes 

of the intermediate average height that constitute the largest number of available 

dashes in the structure. Moreover, tails of the excited energy states of other QDash 

stacks overlap with the ground state of S15. As a result, they are expected to be 

the first to overcome the losses of the medium. 
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Figure 5.1: Lasing spectra of 2 µm × 700 µm chirped Qdash ridge-waveguide laser 
at varying current injections (1.0Ith, 1.2 - 8.2Ith in steps of 0.4Ith) at different 

temperatures (from left to right) (a) 15°C, (b) 20°C (room temperature), (c) 

30°C, and (d) 40°. 

Multiple studies support this observation as they have demonstrated that in such 

structures with overlapping quasi-dimensionless density of states, the lasing is 

initialized from the intermediate average height dashes [70]. However, as more 

current is being pumped, more QDashes, in the S15 and overlapping tails energy 

states from other stacks, are able to achieve population inversion resulting in 

emission broadening as more current is being injected. In addition to the emission 

broadening, a small red shift is witnessed by the center of the spectra. In more 

quantum-efficient structures, such as QDots, early current pumping causes a blue 

shift in the emission as a result of the overlap between the excited energy tails of 

the smaller dots and the ground states of the larger dots making the excited carriers 

from the smaller dots able to fit into higher energy states of the larger dots resulting 
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in a blue shift in the emission [71]. Nevertheless, the effect of the generated high 

rise in the junction temperature of the QDash laser diode in the form of bandgap 

shrinkage exceeds that of the overlapping energy states resulting in a net red shift 

as seen in Figure 5.1(b). This is probably a direct result of the lower quantum 

efficiency associated with exceedingly high inhomogeneous structures, as 

demonstrated in [72], as a result of their high thermal resistivity that results in 

heat buildup that ultimately deteriorates the performance of the device as more 

non-radiative recombinations take place in addition to the increasing carrier 

scattering as the junction temperature increases. 

When the current injection reaches 4 Ith, two side-lobes start to emerge at either 

side of the main lobe which persist even for higher injection. The fact that the 

emission spectrum consists of three lobes although four stacks of dashes exist is an 

indication that two stacks are coupled to lase collectively as had been observed in 

previous reports [68] for such dispersive structures with overlapping quasi-

dimensionless DOS. The upper S10a and lower S10b dash groups are believed to 

be vertically coupled (S10) since they have the same barrier layer thickness which 

has been shown in previous reports [73] to have a clear effect on dash emission 

energy as the barrier thickness plays a significant role in affecting the vertical strain 

resulting in altering the dash size and thus the ground energy state emission. The 

appearance of these side lobes suggests that S20 and the well-coupled S10 ensembles 
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are starting to overcome the losses of the medium and are starting to lase resulting 

in the shorter and longer wavelength emission lobes, respectively. When the 

injection current is increased further, the high (low) energy lobe is broadened while 

getting blue (red) shifted indicating ground state emission is taking place within 

the S20 (S10) ensemble in addition to the emission of tail energy states. 

Nonetheless, a faint emission tail is witnessed at the high energy side of the emission 

spectrum around 1580 nm that keeps growing as current injection is increased. 

However, further current injection beyond 6 Ith results in quenching of these 

components probably due to thermal carrier leakage induced by the heat buildup 

as the pumped current is increased due to the small band offset of the shorter 

dashes associated with lower wavelengths that can easily exhibit a thermally 

induced carrier spillover due to their shallow quantum confinement. 

The progressive emission spectra at 15°C are shown in Figure 5.1(a). When 

compared to the room temperature emission profile, a slight blue shift is observed 

in the overall spectrum at all current injections. More interestingly, it is clear that 

a slower progressive spectrum broadening is taking place at the lower temperature 

value. In addition, the high energy emission tail that was visible at current 

injections around 6 Ith in room temperature never appears in the case of 15°C at 

any current injection. Both observations suggest that increasing the temperature 

and the inherent temperature rise via high current injections play a role in fully 
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exploiting the inhomogeneous optical transitions within the active region possibly 

due to thermionic emission as more optical transitions become available and 

consequently increasing the lasing wavelength coverage. These effects become more 

apparent at higher temperatures as shown in Figures 5.1 (c) and (d) that show the 

progressive emission spectra at 30 °C and 40° C. As expected, an overall redshift 

in the emission throughout all current injections that is very apparent at 40 °C. In 

addition, onset lasing from the S20 and S10, associated with the emission side lobes, 

takes place at earlier current injections as the temperature increases which agrees 

with our previous postulation. On the other hand, while increasing temperature 

indeed increases the lasing wavelength coverage, a significant reduction in the 

quantum efficiency is observed in the form of quenching of the emission in the short 

wavelength region of the lasing spectra that correspond to S20 and S15 ensembles 

possibly to the higher probability of carrier escape from the confined active region 

especially in the former case as shown in high current injections in Figure 5.1(d). 

 

5.1.2  3 µm ridge Devices 

Next, we discuss the temperature dependent lasing characteristics of a different 

laser diode with dimensions of 3 µm × 700 µm whose progressive emission spectra 
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are shown at Figures 5.2 (a)–(d) for temperatures of 15°C, 20°C, 30°C, and 40°C, 

respectively.  

 

Figure 5.2: Lasing spectra of 3 µm × 700 µm chirped Qdash ridge-waveguide laser 
at varying current injections (1.0Ith, 1.2 - 8.2Ith in steps of 0.4Ith) at different 

temperatures (from left to right) (a) 15°C, (b) 20°C (room temperature), (c) 

30°C, and (d) 40°. 

At 15°C, as shown in Figure 5.2(a), early current injections show similar emission 

spectra when compared with the 2 µm wide ridge device indicating similar lasing 

onset from the S15 ensemble. As current injection is increased beyond 3.6 Ith, the 

emission spectra of the 2 µm wide ridge laser exhibited two side lobes. On the other 

hand, the 3 µm wide ridge device showed only one side lobe centered at a longer 

wavelength from the main lobe generated from the ground state emission of the 

two coupled S10 ensembles while the emission from the smaller height S20 stack of 

dashes is absent. In addition, in contrast with the 2 µm ridge laser, there is no 
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appreciable overlap between the emission of high energy tails of the S10 stack and 

the ground state of S15 stack at intermediate current injections (below 5 Ith) 

causing a gap between both lobes which indicates no overlap between their 

respective DOS. These behaviors could be possibly attributed to the higher cavity 

losses exhibited by the wider ridge laser diodes that require a higher number of 

dashes to overcome the losses of the medium at intermediate current injection. 

However, at higher current injections, the high energy tail dashes of S10 stack are 

able to achieve population inversion and thus start to lase leading both lobes to 

merge into a single broad lobe at high current injection regime. Such merging 

suggests a marginal vertical potential coupling between the S10 and S15 dash 

ensembles probably as a result of thermally accelerated carrier tunneling between 

those stacks as pumping current and temperature increase evident by the stronger 

merging and coupling. 

Much like the effect of increasing the temperature in the 2 µm device, an overall 

red shift is observed in all spectra as previously discussed as the temperature is 

increased accompanied by a slight emission broadening at the expense of the 

quantum efficiency in the form of power density reduction. This reduction, 

however, is less apparent since the higher energy emission lobe is absent for this 

particular ridge width as discussed previously which was shown to be drastically 

affected by the temperature rise. In addition, the longer wavelength side lobe 
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emission emerges at earlier current injections as the temperature is increased. 

Moreover, within the high current injection regime, a portion of the ground state 

emission from the S20 stack starts to appear around 1590 nm. Such behavior is can 

be attributed to the previously discussed thermionic enhancement. However, 

regardless of the current injection, only ground state emission from the average 

height dashes within the S20 stack is observed and therefore, the whole emission 

spectrum fails to be fully utilized. 

At 40°C, as evident by Figure 5.2(b), both long wavelength and the small portion 

of short wavelength components corresponding to the S10 and S20 ensembles, 

respectively, are able to appear at even earlier current injections. More 

interestingly, as pumping current is gradually increased, the short wavelength lobe 

portion keeps growing to a specific point and then starts getting attenuated until 

it fully disappears. At later current injections, however, this portion starts to 

reappear indicating a periodic behavior which is possible in such unstable energy-

state system possibly due to thermally induced carrier spillover and redistribution. 

Another possible explanations are leaky substrate modes and retarded carrier 

diffusion. However, it is safe to neglect the former as this behavior was shown to 

be current and temperature dependent.  
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Thereafter, we shift our focus to the 4 µm ridge laser diode whose progressive 

emission spectral profile is shown in Figures 5.3 (a)–(d) for temperatures of 15°C, 

20°C, 30°C, and 40°C, respectively.  

 

5.1.3  4 µm ridge Devices 

 

Figure 5.3: Lasing spectra of 4 µm × 700 µm chirped Qdash ridge-waveguide laser 
at varying current injections (1.0Ith, 1.2 - 8.2Ith in steps of 0.4Ith) at different 

temperatures (from left to right) (a) 15°C, (b) 20°C (room temperature), (c) 

30°C, and (d) 40°. 

From the first glance, a dual peak is observed at early current injections at all 

temperature values. However, the spectra rapidly evolve into single lobe emission 

spectra at much faster pace when compared with the 2 µm ridge device throughout 

all temperatures as more current is being injected. Consequently, we postulate that 
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different stacks, i.e. S10, S15, and possible lower energy tail of S20, are well coupled 

in this case due to phono-enhanced photon-carrier coupling among these dash 

stacks and their appreciable overlapping DOS. By comparing all three ridge lasers, 

we observe that all three stack families are potentially decoupled in the case of the 

2 µm ridge device enabling all of them to lase individually achieving a very broad 

emission by the virtue of fully exploiting the deliberate inhomogeneity nature of 

the device. However, as the ridge width increased, different stacks are marginally 

coupled in the case of the 3 µm ridge while being well coupled in the case of the 4 

µm wide ridge. As a result, these stacks lase collectively limiting the potential 

emission broadening from such dispersive inhomogeneous structures. We attribute 

the coupling dependence on the larger geometrical dimensions of the ridge to the 

higher temperature buildup within the active region that thermally accelerate the 

photon-carrier tunneling between adjacent QDash ensembles. 

Besides that, much like the previous cases, an overall red shift is observed as 

current and temperature are increased. Furthermore, a reduction in the quantum 

efficiency is observed as an emission instability at 30°C represented by the slight 

modulation effect witnessed in Figure 5.3 (c) which evolves into a flat spectral 

quenching at 40°C, especially at high current injections, as shown in Figure 5.3 (d). 
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5.2 Broad Area Device  

A 15 µm × 600 µm chirped quantum dash laser has been used as a broad area laser 

diode. Such a structure with a geometrically larger active region, as a result of its 

relatively large ridge width, is expected to be associated with higher heat buildup 

within its active medium when compared to narrower ridge devices. Figures 5.4 

(a)–(d) show the progressive emission spectra of this broad area laser at 

temperatures of 15°C, 20°C, 30°C, and 40°C, respectively.  

 

Figure 5.4: Lasing spectra of 15 µm × 600 µm chirped Qdash ridge-waveguide 
laser at varying current injections (1.0Ith, 1.2 - 8.2Ith in steps of 0.4Ith) at 

different temperatures (from left to right) (a) 15°C, (b) 20°C (room temperature), 

(c) 30°C, and (d) 40°. 
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Indeed, although onset lasing occurs at lower wavelengths, the center rapidly red 

shifts at a higher rate, compared to ridge devices, as current injection or 

temperature increase. Moreover, at intermediate current injections, an overall 

broader single lobe emission is observed, even at the low temperature of 15°C as 

shown in Figure 5.4(a), when compared to single lobe emission of the 3 µm and 4 

µm ridge devices shown in Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.3(a), respectively. Yet again, 

such broadening occurs at the expense of reducing the quantum efficiency. 

However, this reduction is balanced out by the excess number of available carriers 

as a direct result of the broader active medium area leading to more electron-hole 

pair recombinations and ultimately resulting in a higher number of generated 

photons. In addition, at intermediate current injections at temperatures of 30°C 

and 40°C as shown in Figures 5.4 (c) and (d) respectively, a third small side lobe 

starts to emerge at shorter wavelengths from the main lobe. As more current is 

being injected, this side lobe merges with the main lobe resulting in a somewhat 

broader emission. All these behaviors further confirm and agree with our previous 

attribution to the thermionic emission that takes place at high temperatures. 
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6 CHAPTER 6 

IM PLEM ENTATION OF THE CHIPRED 

QUANTUM  DASH LASER IN  OPTICAL 

COM M UNICATION SYSTEM S 

By employing the knowledge acquired in the previous chapters on the lasing 

characteristics of the chirped QDash lasers, we were able to optimize different 

operation parameters for their implementation in an optical communication 

system. In this chapter, we show the employment of QDash laser’s entire lasing 

emission spectral range as a carrier in ON-OFF-KEYING (OOK) modulation. 

Thereafter, we explore the viability of using a single FP mode instead of the entire 

spectrum via a tunable optical filter (TOF) and through injection locking. We 

ultimately then explore the limits of applying this laser in optical communications 

in terms of maximum transmission data rate and longest fiber length possible. 
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6.1 Adopted Operation Parameters 

The chosen QDash laser was one of an intermediate cavity length of 1100 µm that 

sustained CW probing while maintaining a good balance between high output 

optical power and lasing emission center of relatively short wavelength in order to 

meet the wavelength specifications of the different C and L band communication 

system elements. Moreover, among the few laser devices that can sustain CW 

pumping for long periods of time, this particular device showed a great deal of 

stability and consistency between the measured transient peak power and the 

steady-state integrated average power. The ridge width was selected to be the 

widest, i.e. W=4 µm, yielding in broadest area of active medium (among ridge 

lasers) in order to get the maximum output optical power. Although, narrower 

ridge values achieve broader emission as discussed in the previous chapter, in OOK, 

however, emission bandwidth does not play any role in the success or quality of 

optical signal modulation. 

The operation temperature was set at low 15oC in order to blue shift the emission 

spectrum as much as possible. Temperatures below 15oC have been avoided in 

order to reduce the probability of frost formation over the brass base that could 

lead to severely damaging the laser diode. Furthermore, CW mode has been 

adopted in order to ensure valid continuous optical signal modulation while 

emitting at high enough power to be transmitted and detected at the receiver side. 
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Finally, the value of the injected DC current was 340 mA (~2.25 Ith) that results 

in a maximum peak power of ~2.34 mW as evident by the L-I characteristic curve 

of this device at 15oC shown in the inset of Figure 6.1. The lasing spectrum at this 

DC current injection is shown in Figure 6.1 where the emission is centered at ~1632 

nm with a -3dB bandwidth of ~ 6 nm and a wavelength coverage of ~ 35 nm. 

 

Figure 6.1: CW emission spectrum of the 4 µm × 1100 µm QDash laser at a 

current injection of 0.34 A at 15oC. The inset shows the associated L-I 

characterisitc curve at the same temperature. 
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6.2 OOK M odulation of the Entire Emission Spectrum 

After setting up all the operation parameters, we coupled the CW stimulated 

emission optical power from one of the laser facet, into a lensed single mode fiber. 

The entire emission spectrum of the laser has been used as a sub-carrier to modulate 

and transmit the OOK signal in a back-to-back (BTB) configuration which serves 

as a reference case and later via by an optical fiber link. 

 

6.2.1  Optical Communication System Setup 

The emission from the laser diode has been coupled to a tapered-lensed faceted 

single mode fiber. The tapered facet design was adopted in order to avoid the 

formation of an external cavity between the laser facet and the fiber facet that can 

reduce the spectral modulation effects in the emission spectrum. Thereafter, we 

used a variable optical attenuator (VOA), shown in Figure 6.2, in order to adjust 

the optical output power and investigate its variation over the communication 

system. 
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Figure 6.2: Variable optical attenuator used to attenuate the optical output 

power of QDash laser. 

The message signal in this system is an electrical radio frequency (RF) 215-1 long 

pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) that has been generated using a super high 

frequency (SHF) bit pattern generator that is shown in Figure 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3: SHF 12103A bit pattern generator that is used to generate the 

message signal. 
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This bit pattern generator has been clocked at different frequencies in order to 

achieve different data rates via the vector signal generator shown in Figure 6.4 that 

can generate frequencies up to 44 GHz. 

 

Figure 6.4: KEYSIGHT E8267D Vector signal generator that is used to clock the 

SFH bit pattern generator. 

Thereafter, the RF message signal (bit stream) is pre-amplified via a SHF electrical 

amplifier and then passed through a Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) Mach-Zehnder 

modulator (MZM), in order to modulate (intensity modulation) the optical CW 

emission of the QDash laser which is passed through the input port of the 

modulator circuit, shown in Figure 6.5 where the MZM and the SHF amplifier are 

highlighted in green and yellow, respectively. 
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Figure 6.5: The optical modulation circuit. The EOSPACE MZM and the SHF 

32950 RF amplifier are highlighted in green and yellow, respectively. 

The output of the modulator circuit is an optical intensity modulated signal that 

is ready to be transmitted. All of the aforementioned elements constitute the 

transmitter side of the optical communication system.  

After transmission, at the receiver side, the optical modulated signal is detected 

though a lightwave multimeter acting as a reference receiver, thus converting the 

optical signal to an equivalent electrical (RF) signal. Without any attenuation 

enforced by the VOA, the detected power at the receiver was measured to be 

approximately − .  dBm after modulation and transmission whereas the 

unmodulated CW emission of the QDash laser was about + .   dBm as measured 

by the lightwave multimeter, as shown in Figure 6.6, which can be used as an 
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optical power meter as well. This indicates that the power losses associated with 

insertion and modulation losses accumulate to a power reduction of  ~ 8.35 dB.  

 

Figure 6.6: The AGILENT 8163B Lightwave multimeter used at the receiver side 

of the communication system to detect and convert the modulate signal into an 

RF signal. 

Finally, the recovered RF signal is inputted into a digital communication analyzer 

(DCA), shown in Figure 6.7, in order to evaluate and analyze the recovered signal. 

Nevertheless, in order to ensure accurate detection, a copy of the clock signal 

generated by the vector signal generator is passed into the DCA in order to 

synchronize the recovered signal with the original message signal. 
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Figure 6.7: The KEYSIGHT 86100D DCA that is used to evaluate and analyze 

the recovered signal. 

 Figure 6.8(a) shows an illustration of the whole communication system in which 

the QDash laser has been employed. Figure 6.8(b) shows the block diagram of this 

system. 

 

6.2.2   OOK M odulation in BTB Configuration 

The DCA generates the eye diagrams of the recovered signals. The eye diagram is 

a powerful diagnosis tool that can infer different parametric information that reflect 

the healthiness of digital signals. After using the aforementioned setup, we carried 

out a parametric study by sweeping through different optical output powers from 

the QDash laser via the VOA while varying the clock frequency and, in turn, the 

data rate. 
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Figure 6.8: (a) An illustration showing the different elements of the OOK optical 

communication system where red and black represent optical and RF 

connections, respectively. (b) Block diagram of the communication system. 
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Figure 6.9 shows the bit pattern diagram of the message signal modulated at 5 

Gb/s and the recovered signal represented by the green and yellow diagrams, 

respectively, where the pattern diagram of the recovered signal in Figure 6.9 is a 

delayed version of the transmitted signal and hence they do not match in the 

Figure. 

 

Figure 6.9: The bit pattern diagram of the original message signal (top) and the 

recovered signal (bottom). 

Figure 6.10 shows the measured eye diagrams of the recovered signals at different 

received powers, namely -6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm (from top to bottom), 

while the signal was modulated and transmitted at 5 Gbps. 
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Figure 6.10: The eye diagrams of the recovered signals at different received 
powers, namely -6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm (from top to bottom) at 5 

Gbps. 
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The openness of an eye diagram, both vertically and horizontally, is a direct 

indication of the quality of the recovered signal. The horizontal openness of an eye 

diagram (eye width) reflects how well aligned both the rise and fall times of each 

bit are, which constitutes the jitter time and the duty cycle distortion (DCD). 

These parameters represent the deviation of the rise and fall times of the bits with 

respect to their average and are desired to be as low as possible. As the transmission 

rate is increased, reflections, chromatic dispersion, signal distortion, and inter-

symbol interference (ISI) play a major role in increasing the jitter time and the 

DCD of the eye diagram and in turn reducing its width. The DCD is given by [74]: 

= × �� ℎ  � �   �   @ %  �� ℎ  (6.1) 

On the other hand, the vertical eye openness (eye height) of the eye, plays a 

significant role in received bit decision making between 0 and 1. The standard 

deviation of the Gaussian probability density function (PDF) of the 0’s and 1’s 

occurrences are used to define eye height as [74] 

 � ℎ =  + � −  − �  (6.2) 

where 

 �  is the standard deviation of the PDF of 0’s occurrences. 

 �  is the standard deviation of the PDF of 1’s occurrences. 
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From the eye height, we can find the Q-factor according to [75] 

=  � ℎ� + �  (6.3) 

In addition, the crossing point between 0 bits and 1 bits is required to be as close 

as possible to 50% of the overall amplitude in order to ensure accurate distinction 

and decision making between 0’s and 1’s. The eye crossing percentage can be 

calculated through [74]. 

� % = × �  −   � ℎ  (6.4) 

Table 6.1 summarizes the extracted eye diagram parameters at the different 

received power values at a transmission rate of 5 Gb/s. 

We notice that as optical power is approaching the sensitivity limit of the reference 

receiver in the case of -17 dBm and -20 dBm, the DCA becomes unable to measure 

the DCD. 
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Table 6.1: The extracted eye diagram parameters at the different received power 

values (-6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm) at a transmission rate of 5 Gb/s. 

Detected 

Power 

(dBm) 

Eye 

Width 

(ps) 

 

DCD 

(ps) 

 

Jitter 

(ps) 

Eye 

Amp. 

(mV) 

Eye 

Height 

(mV) 

 

Q 

factor 

 

Crossing 

(%) 

-6.5 184.4 1.80 2.665 56.44 34.18 7.63 52.4 

-8.0 184.0 1.80 2.665 41.74 25.34 7.60 52.1 

-11 178.90 2.65 3.510 19.61 10.74 6.63 53.3 

-14 177.45 2.65 3.755 12.91 7.00 6.56 52.1 

-17 155.8 -- 7.360 5.824 1.874 4.42 51.0 

-20 15.20 -- 30.805 3.012 0.602 2.66 48.1 

 

Next, we repeated the measurement at a data rate of 10 Gb/s while attenuating 

the CW emission of the QDash laser to different optical powers of -6.5, -8, -11, -

14, -17, and -20 dBm.  Figure 6.11 shows the eye diagrams of the recovered signals 

at 10 Gb/s at received power of -6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm (from top to 

bottom) while the extracted eye diagram parameters are tabulated in Table 6.2. 
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Figure 6.11: The eye diagrams of the recovered signals at different received 

powers, namely -6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm (from top to bottom) at 10 

Gb/s. 
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According to the closeness of the last eye diagram in Figure 6.11, a received power 

of -20 dBm renders the demodulation of the signal impossible while the eye in case 

of -17dBm is barely open. 

Table 6.2: The extracted eye diagram parameters at the different received power 

values (-6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm) at a transmission rate of 10 Gb/s. 

Detected 

Power 

(dBm) 

Eye 

Width 

(ps) 

 

DCD 

(ps) 

 

Jitter 

(ps) 

Eye 

Amp. 

(mV) 

Eye 

Height 

(mV) 

 

Q 

factor 

 

Crossing 

(%) 

-6.5 76.92 2.66 2.850 52.80 30.78 7.19 52.3 

-8.0 76.04 3.66 2.996 37.28 21.48 7.08 52.5 

-11 73.90 4.10 4.543 15.47 8.35 6.45 52.2 

-14 71.48 5.00 4.756 12.56 6.58 6.31 52.5 

-17 49.44 -- 8.432 5.184 1.496 4.22 47.8 

-20 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

Finally, Figure 6.12 shows the eye diagrams of the recovered signals at 20 Gb/s at 

received power of -6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm (from top to bottom) while 

the extracted eye diagram parameters are tabulated in Table 6.3. 
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Figure 6.12: The eye diagrams of the recovered signals at different received 

powers, namely -6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm (from top to bottom) at 20 

Gb/s. 
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Figure 6.12 indicates that successful transmission and demodulation are achieved 

at data rate only given that the received power is at least -14 dBm as evident by 

the eye closeness in subsequent data rate. 

Table 6.3: The extracted eye diagram parameters at the different received power 

values (-6.5, -8, -11, -14, -17, and -20 dBm) at a transmission rate of 20 Gb/s. 

Detected 

Power 

(dBm) 

Eye 

Width 

(ps) 

 

DCD 

(ps) 

 

Jitter 

(ps) 

Eye 

Amp. 

(mV) 

Eye 

Height 

(mV) 

 

Q 

factor 

 

Crossing 

(%) 

-6.5 27.01 4.80 3.831 38.60 5.938 2.96 52.1 

-8.0 26.28 4.12 3.954 27.26 5.45 2.94 51.8 

-11 24.42 5.45 5.260 14.86 2.972 2.90 51.7 

-14 19.80 4.12 5.036 9.02 1.80 2.80 52.1 

-17 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

-20 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

With all said and done, in BTB configuration, we conclude that without any 

artificial attenuation (received power of -6.5 dBm), the maximum transmission 

data rate is 20 Gb/s which is evident by the closed eye diagram shown in Figure 

6.13 when the data rate is raised to 21 Gb/s. 
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Figure 6.13: The closed eye diagram when the data rate is set at 21 Gb/s with no 

artificial power attenuation. 

The limitation of the successful transmission are imposed by different factors. These 

factors either empede the the vertical opennes or the horizontal opnnenss of the 

eye diagram and their respective parameters. Vertical opnness of the eye diagram 

is afftected by the optical output power of the QDash laser in addition to different 

lossess that occur at different elements of the communication system. Horizontal 

openness, on the other hand, is affected mainly at high rates by pulse spreading 

due to chromatic dispersion and reflections. In order to visualize how these 

parameters are affected , Figure 6.14 shows the variation of the horizontal openness 

parameters, i.e. eye width, DCD, and jitter time, as functions of the received power 

in green, red, and blue, respectively, while Figure 4.15 shows the variation of the 

vertical openness parameters, i.e. eye amplitude, eye height, and Q-factor, as 

functions of the received power in green, red, and blue, respectively, for each of 

transmission rates of 5, 10, and 20 Gb/s. 
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Figure 6.14: The variation of the eye width, DCD, and jitter time as functions of 

the received power in green, red, and blue, respectively, for each of transmission 

rates of 5, 10, and 20 Gb/s. 

 

Figure 6.15: The variation of the vertical openness parameters, i.e. eye amplitude, 

eye height, and Q-factor, as functions of the received power in green, red, and 

blue, respectively, for each of transmission rates of 5, 10, and 20 Gb/s. 
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From these figures, we observe that as the optical power is attenuated, all vertical 

openness parameters witness a decrease in their values as the received power 

approaches the sensitivity rating of the photo-detector. The decrease of both eye 

height and eye amplitude is relatively gradual while this decrease is more abrupt 

in the case of Q-factor since, by definition, it depends entirely on the power value 

of the signal. Moreover, by comparing the rates at which both the vertical and 

horizontal openness of the eye diagrams, we can conclude that output optical power 

of the laser is the most limiting factor in this communication system. 

In order to evaluate the performance of the communication system, the bit error 

rate (BER) is estimated. BER is measure that quantifies the probability of 

erroneous in decoding a digital signal. Given that the noise inside the 

communication channel is Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), BER in OOK 

modulation can be estimated as a function of the Q-factor via [75] 

= erfc (√ ) (6.5) 

where 

 erfc is the complementary error function which is given by 

 

erfc = √� ∫ exp −∞
�  (6.6) 
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Several studies have shown that the AWGN model for the noise is valid to a great 

degree over short-long haul and metropolitan fiber link communications systems 

that follows direct non-return-to-zero (NRZ) direct detection where no Erbium-

Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) are used [76-79]. This claim is further supported 

by compliance of estimated BER according to (6.2) with the measured values 

demonstrated in [79, 80]. Figure 6.16 shows the estimated BER as a function of the 

received power at data rates of 5, 10, and 20 Gb/s while the dashed green line 

represents the error-free transmission level (BER≤ − ). 

From the figure, we observe that the BER is consistent in the case of 20 Gb/s with 

BER ~ 10-3 regardless of the received power. On the other hand, in the case of 

lower transmission rates the same BER is observed when the received power is 

lowest (-20 dBm). However, as the received power is increase, the BER is improved 

dramatically till it reached 10-12 and 10-14 at a received power of -8 dBm in the 

cases of 5 and 10 Gb/s, respectively. Moreover, error-free transmission can be 

achieved for these rates at received powers greater than ~ −15 dBm. 
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Figure 6.16: BER vs. the received power for different data rates. 

 

6.2.3   OOK M odulation over Optical Fiber Link 

Figure 6.17 shows the bit pattern diagram (top) and the eye diagram (bottom) 

when the BTB configuration is replaced by a single mode optical fiber link of 10 

km length at a transmission rate of 5 Gb/s. The extracted eye diagram parameters 

in the case of transmission are tabulated in Table 6.4. 
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Figure 6.17: Bit pattern diagram (top) and eye diagram (bottom) in the case of 

transmission over a 10 km long single mode optical fiber link. 

 

Table 6.4: Extracted eye diagram parameters in the case of transmission over a 

10 km long single mode optical fiber link. 

Detected 

Power 

(dBm) 

Eye 

Width 

(ps) 

 

DCD 

(ps) 

 

Jitter 

(ps) 

Eye 

Amp. 

(mV) 

Eye 

Height 

(mV) 

 

Q 

factor 

 

Crossing 

(%) 

-10.5 173.90 4.00 4.354 17.54 9.53 6.57 52.2 

 

It has been observed that transmission over this fiber introduced an attenuation of ~0.4dB/km as the emission wavelength is 80 nm red shift from the rated 1550 nm 

of the single mode fiber. Moreover, both the eye height and eye amplitude have 
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witnessed a reduction of 24 mV and 38 mV, respectively. Given our power budget, 

the maximum fiber link length that is estimated to attenuate the maximum 

received power (-6.5 dBm) to the minimum power (-20 dBm) is ~35 km after which 

the eye diagram is fully closed. Moreover, when comparing the 10 km fiber case 

with the reference BTB configuration, we observe a DCD increase of 2.2 ps from 

1.80 to 4.0 ps. Similarly, the jitter time exhibited an increase of of ~1.7 ps. This 

increase in both parameters resulted in reducing the eye width from 184 to 173.9 

(~1ps/km). These observations are expected due to the chromatic dispersion that 

results in pulse spreading since the center wavelength of the emission is at a 330 

nm red shift from the rated 1300 nm zero-dispersion wavelength in silica based 

optical fibers in addition to the wide emission bandwidth (~ 6nm). Therefore, 

between power attenuation (-0.4 dB/km) and pulse spreading (1 ps/km due to 

dispersion), power attenuation over the fiber link plays the limiting factor in 

determining fiber link length in our system. BER is a function of the Q-factor which 

is solely affected by the received power. Hence, in order to estimate the BER for 

different fiber lengths, we first estimated the fiber lengths that will attenuate the 

received power to the specific values that were examined in BTB configuration (-

6.5, -8, -10, -14, -17, and -20 dBm) whose corresponding Q-factors had been 

previously acquired as shown earlier in this chapter. 
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These fiber length values were estimated using 

P =  P − αL (6.7) 

where  

 P  is the desired attenuated optical power at the output of the fiber. 

 P  is the optical power at the input of the fiber (~ − .  dBm). 

 α is the attenuation rate (0.4 dB/km). 

 L is the fiber length in km. 

Table 6.5 shows the estimated received powers and their corresponding Q-factors 

in addition to the measured case of 10 km fiber. 

Table 6.5: The estimated received powers and their corresponding Q-factors in 

addition to the measured case (underlined) of 10 km fiber. 

Fiber Length 

(km) 
0 4 10 20 25 35 

Received Power 

(dBm) 
-6.5 -8 -10.5 -14 -17 -20 

Q-factor 7.63 7.60 6.57 6.56 4.42 2.66 

Figure 6.18 shows the estimated BER, using 6.5, over different fiber length values 

at 5Gb/s using the attenuation rate of 0.4 dB/km to estimate the Q-factor over 

each length while the dashed green line indicates the error-free transmission level 

(BER≤ − . 
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Figure 6.18: Estimated BER at different fiber lengths. The measured case is 

represented by the red mark. The dashed line indicates the error-free level. 

From the figure, the fiber link length that results in error-free communication is 

estimated to be ~  km. Moreover, the maximum length that results in an open 

eye diagram (~  km) is associated with a BER of ~10-2.5. 

 

6.3 OOK M odulation of a Single Fabry-Perot M ode  

The emission of the QDash laser has been passed through an optical tunable filter 

(OTF) to filter out a single FP mode as shown in Figure 6.19(a) which was then 

amplified employing two EDFAs to increase its optical power. 
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Figure 6.19: A filtered out single mode (a) before amplification and (b) after 

amplification. 

However, because of the low optical power of the filtered mode due to insertion 

loss of the OTA and the inherent low power of the single mode, it was not possible 

to amplify the optical power of the filtered FP peak independently without 

amplifying the noise which is the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) coming 

from the EDFA. As a result, successful modulation of this peak was not realizable. 

However, a different technique has been implemented in order to achieve a single 

emission mode while attaining a relatively high power. This technique was injection 

locking in which a commercial laser diode of a tunable single emission mode is used 

as a master laser that is injected into a 4 µm x 700 µm QDash laser which is acting 

as a slave laser. When the emission of the master laser is injected into the slave 

laser, the emission of the latter is frequency locked to that of the master which 

causes an emission of identical wavelength to that of the master’s. As shown in 

Figure 6.20, an optical circulator is used for injection locking. The master laser is 

(a) (b) 
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inputted into port 1 of the optical circulator to be passed through port 2 to be 

injected into the QDash laser.  

 
Figure 6.20: Block diagram showing the injection locking setup. 

Only when the wavelength of the master laser was tuned to one of FP modes of 

the QDash laser (1617.6 nm) with a precision of 0.01 nm while keeping a power 

ratio of +5 dB between the optical power of the master and slave lasers, injection 

locking occurs as shown in Figure 6.21 where the emission spectra of the QDash 

laser before and after locking are shown in blue and red, respectively. 

 
Figure 6.21: Emission spectra of the 4µm x 700 µm QDash laser before and after 

injection locking. 

Pre-Locking 

Post-Locking 
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In addition to lasing into a single FP mode that matches that of the master laser, 

a 10 dB gain is exhibited by that mode while the integrated average power in 

spectra was identical in both cases which was equal to ~ −5 dBm. 

Finally, this peak was then amplified through an EDFA and then successfully used 

in OOK modulation over the same setup shown in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.22 shows 

the bit pattern (top) and eye (bottom) diagrams of the recovered signal. 

 

Figure 6.22: Bit pattern diagram (top) and eye diagram (bottom) of the 

recovered signal while using the injection-locked QDash laser as an optical source. 

However, due to the non-negligible presence of ASE, accurate measurement of the 

communication parameters becomes obsolete. 
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7 CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND POTENTIAL FUTURE 

WORK EXPANSION  

7.1 Thesis Conclusion 

The most significant conclusions of this work involve four main points: 

 Investigating the performance and spectral characteristics of the chirped QDash 

laser including the effect of varying its geometrical parameters on these 

characteristics while demonstrating its ultra-broad emission due to its high 

inhomogeneity. 

 Investigating the lasing operation of the QDash laser under higher duty cycle 

SPW and CW modes in terms of output optical power, performance and 

spectral characteristics, and the utilization of the structure’s inhomogeneity. 

 Investigating the temperature dependent lasing characterization via direct 

temperature rise or implicit temperature increase with high current injections 

and higher duty cycle SPW or CW operations. 
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 Highlighting the best geometrical, ambient, and operation conditions of the 

QDash laser in an OOK-modulation-based communication system and 

evaluating the system under these conditions in terms of data rate and fiber 

link length. 

Firstly, we thoroughly investigated and acquired the fundamental laser diode 

principle parameters for several cavity lengths and two ridge width values, namely 

2 µm and 4 µm. The material dependent internal quantum efficiency was found to 

be ~82% ± 1.5% while the internal loss was averaged around  

11.3 cm-1 ± 0.55 cm-1. The characteristic temperature was equal to ~73o K. 

However, the size dependent transparency current density temperature showed 

better (lower) value for wider ridge devices which is ~ 2183.4 A/cm2 while the 

narrower devices showed a transparency current density of ~ 3349.07 A/cm2. 

Moreover, an ultra-broad emission of has been demonstrated ~ 38.4 nm (4.41 THz) 

as a result of the inhomogeneous nature of this structure. 

Secondly, we extensively inspected higher order SPW and CW operation modes 

and their effect on the lasing characteristics. Due to the non-optimal growth nature 

of our research-based QDash laser specimens, higher order SPW and CW are 

associated with heat generation within the active medium resulting in reducing the 

quantum efficiency of the device and accelerating the quenching of the stimulated 

emission at higher current injections leading ultimately in reducing the peak optical 
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output power. This heat instability is affirmed by the lower characteristic 

temperature of 56o K associated with this laser in CW when compared to that of 

0.2% SPW mode which was found to be 73o K. Nevertheless, the rate at which the 

integrated average power increases in these modes exceeds that of the peak power 

reduction resulting in a total net of integrated power increase. Furthermore, as a 

result of the thermionic enhancement effect due to the heat buildup in higher order 

modes, more electrons are transitioned into the conduction band which resulted in 

earlier population inversion and stimulated emission occurrence as evident by the 

lower (7%) transparency threshold current density of 2024 A/cm2 showed in CW 

operation when compared to 0.2% SPW. In addition, QDashes of sizes that are not 

able to achieve stimulated emission in SPW mode become able to overcome the 

active medium losses and achieve stimulated emission in CW mode. As a result, 

emission of more spectral wavelength components is achieved resulting in more 

utilization of the structure inhomogeneity and spectral broadening. On the other 

hand, as heat is built up, carriers within shallowly confined QDash ensembles 

become able to escape the quantum confinement and leak out causing severe 

quenching of their associated emission components especially in CW mode where 

only a single QDash stack (deepest confined S10 stack) is able to sustain stimulated 

emission. 
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Thirdly, we extensively investigated the temperature dependent spectral profile 

of these structures. In general, narrower ridge width laser devices behaved as a well 

decoupled system of QDash ensembles resulting in dissimilar emission wavelengths 

and more exploitation of the inhomogeneous nature of these structures that is 

further increased as temperature is increased directly or indirectly as more current 

is being injected. On the other hand, wider ridge showed high coupling between 

the different QDash stacks resulting in narrower emission. As temperature and 

temperature increases, the different stacks become more strongly coupled due to 

phonon-assisted tunneling. Both increasing the temperature and the inherent 

temperature rise at high current injections generally resulted in red shifting the 

emission spectra due to the resulting bandgap shrinkage. Moreover, due to 

thermionic emission, higher junction temperature resulted in emission broadening 

as more as more optical transitions become available. However, this broadening 

occurs at the expense of deteriorating the quantum efficiency of the device due to 

thermally induced carrier leakage, especially in the case of small offset potential 

dash ensembles. Depending on the application in which these QDash lasers are to 

be employed in, proper optimization of the geometrical dimensions, temperature, 

and operation mode becomes crucial to balance out the trade-off emission 

broadband and output optical power. 
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Finally, in OOK-modulation-based communication system, we prioritized the 

output optical power and short emission center wavelength, since emission 

bandwidth does not affect this scheme in short-haul OOK communications. Hence, 

we used an intermediate length laser device of length of 1100 µm while choosing 

the widest ridge width. Moreover, the temperature was kept at low 15oC under 

CW operation for continuous signal modulation. In back-to-back configuration, 

maximum transmission rate that resulted in an open eye was 20 Gb/s while error-

free transmission (BER≤ − ) was achieved at 10 Gb/s. Thereafter, through a 10-

km fiber link, transmission at 5 Gb/s, was achieved with an attenuation rate of 0.4 

dB/km. Given our power budget (~14 dB), power attenuation plays the limiting 

factor in determining the fiber link length since its rate far exceeds that of pulse 

spreading due to dispersion at which the eye-width is diminished (-1 ps/km) in 

perspective with the eye-width of the reference case (184 ps). Therefore, the 

maximum length of the fiber that results in an open eye is estimated to be ~  km 

while maximum fiber length associated with error-free transmission is estimated to 

be ~  km. 
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7.2 Future W ork 

The results obtained in the study presented in this work constitutes a foundation 

over which this novel structure of chirped QDash lasers can be employed as a 

source in system level applications. We demonstrated in this work such application 

which is OOK communication. However, further expansion and different 

applications can be achieved.  

 Proper optimization of the multi-stack active region in order to fully utilize 

optical transitions while maintaining high quantum efficiency to achieve 

ultra-broad emission without compromising the optical power. 

 In order to increase the coupled optical power into the fiber, passive optical 

components, such as lenses, can be used. Moreover, multi-mode fibers can 

be used instead of single-mode fibers in applications where pulse spreading 

and dispersion pose minor influence such as OOK in short-haul 

communication systems. 

 Post-growth bandgap engineering (Intermixing) is advised in order to blue 

shift the QDash laser emission and bring it as close as possible to C- and 

early L-bands to reduce the power attenuation over fibers links in addition 

for their emission to be more compatible with different communication 

system elements and equipment. 
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 Higher data rates can be achieved through higher order modulation schemes, 

such as QDPSK and M-ary QAM. However, the linewidth of the FP modes 

needs to be reduced in order to decrease the chromatic dispersion, increase 

the temporal coherence and coherence length, and reduce the phase 

mismatch in coherent demodulation which becomes necessary in these 

modulation schemes. 

 Injection-locking is one technique that can be used to reduce the linewidth 

of the FP modes while amplifying the optical power of the locked-mode. 

 Mode-locking is another technique that can be used to eliminate the phase 

noise between the different FP modes which can be achieved through an 

external cavity or monolithically by separating the structure into an active 

amplifying region and an absorbing region. 

 Aside from communication systems, a myriad of applications can benefit 

greatly from the ultra-broad emission such as tunable amplifiers and 

biochemical sensing and monitoring. 
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